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IN MEMPHIS:

Telephone Man
Former Ower Get Broad End Of
?resident To Personal Call

Clement Seeks Biggest
Vote In History During lie2d College
Headquarters Opening

:BD

Conflicting stories were told
police last week after a 33year-old white telephone repairman was severely beaten
when he made an after hours
call on a Negro woman at 1289'
Dr. Levi Watkins. president Dunnavant.
of Owen college from 1953 to
But police first arrested
1959, has been named presi- Wendell D. Collier, 33, white,
college
State
of
dent
Alabama
The chief Democrat in the you did for me during the priof 935 Newell, on charges of
at Montgomery, Ala.
state, Frank G. Clement, nom- mary."
making an obscene telephone
made
was
The
announcement
inee for governor in the Nov. "WORK WITH ME"
call and transferred him from
SuperintendState
by
recently
give
to
6 election, urged voters
Methodist hospital to the prisWhile acknowledging the
BARBARA ANN BROWN
ESSIE SHAFFER
SAM MARTIN.
him the largest vote that has presence of City Commissioner ent of Education W. A. Le. on ward of John Gaston hosever been cast for governor William "Bill" Farris, who ran Croy.
pital, and then arrested Cresin Tennessee when he address- third in a three-way race for Dr. Watkins succeeds Dr. H. ter A. Elliott on a charge of
ed a large enthusiastic group governor during the primary, Council) Trenholm. who was assault to murder. Both men
during t h e opening of the Clement said, "I had disting- President of the school for 35 have been held to the stale
1 1emocratic Campaign head- uished opposition during the years, and who :las been on on the charges.
quarters at the corner of Un- primary." He added, "Bill leave of absence because of Collier told police that he
ion ave. and Main at. last Earns called me at midnight failing health.
had repaired a phone at the
The former Owen college Elliott home back in June of
Wednesday afternoon.
on election day (Aug. 3) and
Also sharing the platform pledged his wholehearted sup- administrator, one time busi- 1981 and had talked to Mrs.
ness manager at the school Connie Elliott, his assailant's
with former Governor Clem- port to my candidacy."
ent was incumbent Congress- P. Rudy Olgiati was the before coming to Memphis, wife, about buying some
man Clifford Davis of the third candidate who ran sec- has been serving as consultant chimes for her phone.
and administrative assistant in Last Monday night, he claimNinth
Congressional district ond.
FAMED COMEDIAN DICK
his
the president's office since reof
Republican
said
who
the
of
all
asked
Clement
GREGORY is scheduled to
s.. TELEPHONE. Page 2
James, "I'm go- voters to "work with me." He turning to the school in 1959.
Bob
opponent,
While funeral services were Martin, jr. Miss Brown was hospital by the S. W. Qualls
take time from his busy schedFollowing the announceconducted for a public killed instantly, according to ambulance.
interestbeing
still
am
"I
continued,
him
to
ing
knock
down
every
ule to appear in Jackson, Miss.,
Shaffer said he was driving
ment, Dr. Watkins. 51. imteacher, who lost her reports. She was pronounced
school
comes
up
he
with
such
time
but
highways,
education,
in
ed
or the NAACP, announces
mediately assumed the duties
during a two-car collision. dead at John Gaston hospital about 25 miles per hour whep
life
a
Davis
is
'Cliff
as
statements
a
claimed
has
health
mental
a traffic light
Gloster B. Current, director of
and will be offione of the other two victims where she was carried by the Miss Brown ran
lot of my attention." He said of president
branches. Gregory will be in mediocre Congressman.'"
Head Of involved in the accident was R. S. Lewis 8i Son Funeral
cially "acting president" unected
third
his
seeking
Page 2
MAN,
Clement.
See
instituan
build
to
wanted
he
Jackson on Oct. 29 for a benestill unconscious at John Gas- iome ambulance.
"lm tion for mentally retarded til Dr. Trenholm's retirement
fit performance in behalf 01 term as governor, said,
from
knocked
was
Martin
bethen
will
He
hospital.
on
December.
in
grateful to you people in Mem40.
continuing NAACP efforts te
Killed instantly in the acci- the Pontiac on to the sidewalk.
See VOTE, Page 2
?ome permanent president.
phis for the wonderful job
"smash Mississippi-lam," He
A native of Kentucky. he Nat D. Williams WDIA radio dent was Miss Barbara Ann He suffered injuries to his
suffered lacerawill fly to Jackson from his
was graduated from Burt High oersonalitv and veteran his- Brown of 1940 Glenview ave., head. Shaffer
bruises of
present appearance in New
school in Clinton. Tenn., earn- tory teacher at Booker T. a teacher at Georgia Avenue tions to his head, Both men
right shoulder.
York at the Winter Garden.
ed his. bachelor's degree at Washington High school, has school. Seriously injured and his
to John Gaston
Tennessee State university at been elected president of the still unconscious at John Gas- were carried
Martin, jr.,
Nashville and his master's de- Bluff City Teachers Associa- ton hospital is Sam
Treated
gree from Northwestern uni- tion — an organization of 1,400 21, of 381-K Driver st. released
at the hospital and
A hearing on a suit filed by
versity at Evanston, Ill. He Negio teachers in Memphis.
of 747
a Baptist minister against his
holds the honorary doctor of "I hope to encourage a great- was Essie Shaffer, 33,
st.
former congregation w a
law degree from Arkansas er degree of professionalism in N. Mansfield
According to witnesses the
scheduled to be heard this
Baptist college in Little Rock. our ranks while I am presiVance
at
occurred
accident
week.
Dr. Watkins is the son-in- dent, said Williams. "I am conlast
st.,
Fourth
S.
and
ave.,
The suit involves Rev. J. T.
law of Dr. W. L. Varnado, pas- cerned not only with selfa.m.
1
after
morning
Saturday
with
Freeman and members of the
tor of Cummings Street Bap- improvement but also
iouth Side Baptist church in
achieve- TRAFFIC LIGHT
tist church. He spearheaded helping to close the Memphis Miss Brown, reportedly was
McCollister Waters, 30-year- the. Walker Homes community.
between
The emphasis will be on
Owen college's drive for ac- ment gap
the nation- headed north on S. Fourth at., old veteran salesman, was Rev. Freeman is seeking alinkMempliiiis here Saturday, Nov.
creditation, and It was achiev- Negro students and
driving a 1957 Fairlane Ford, named, advertisigg, manager, of jnoat.a.back pay...Ne
Iv when Fisk university and
tirbe.aft., al aver e,"
Sievoinnanted, whet) sht col- Uft Tri-State Mender ftsis said the members ag.eed- to
Lane cetilege...weerlarrkf fitat
4onege wife
pay hifn the sum but only gave
jMrs. Willa Mc illiams Walker, lided with a 1956 Pontiac being week.
annual "Sc41018fIthip Foot
fOlutded here.
teacher at Manassas. He, his driven by Essie Shaffer. going The appointment was an- him $435.
Classic" at Melrose stadium It
Accomave.
nounced "by 'Whittier SengAn outstanding civic leader,
wife and their children live at east on Vance
8 p.m.
ELDER WILLIE L. PORTER
REV. DON GOSSETT
panying Shaffer was Sam stacke. general manager of Rev. Freeman was'a leader in
1310 Sardis.
No less than eight former
Midthe largest weekly in the
the voter registration movestandouts on Memphis high
South area.
ment in the area. He helped
school elevens will return
Miss.,
of
A
Oxford,
native
establish the church in 1957
stars on this year's winning
Waters graduated from the Ox- and invested his own funds in
Fisk squad.
ford Training school there and it to help get it started.
And, the game itself will be
attended the University of OUSTED
aiming for money to estab'islLouisville. He received his After he was ousted as pasa scholarship fund for MemDr. Hollis F. Price, president
3. Better schools and better bachelor of science degree in tor of the church more than
phis high school graduates to
con-i
for
YES,
vote
will
"I
week
this
of LeMoyfirgollege,
school buildings, eepecially in natural science from LeMoyne a year ago, Atty. James F.
attend Fisk in years to come.
told the Tri-State Defender solidation on Nov. 6, and I am
college.
Estes became its pastor. He has
the county.
Memphis players on the Ft-,
Vote
to
friends
my
all
asking
consolidation
that he favors a
Waters worked for the Ful- since moved to Detroit where
team are Fred Malone, Mi,
If the governments of Mem- YES also." former Mayor Ed- 4. Home rule. "If the Char- ler Brush company. was a he is employed in housing. but
rose High. '58-'59: Charlie Ler
mund Orgill told the Tri-State tar needs changing, we the alothing salesman at Bert's frequently comes to the city.
phis and Shelby County.
Melrose, '57-'58; George Brad people of Shelby County car Department store and operated
Dr.-Price said: "The present Defender this week.
Ally C. M. Murphy, who is
sew, Melrose, '59-'60; Johnny
cite and coun- change it by our own vote. two grocery stores before com- representing Rev. Freeman in
More than 300 attendel thert spacious dining hall and a commission form of govern- "Our present
Rutland, Melrose. '59-'60; and
are wasteful "Consolidation will stop the ing to work for the Tri-State the case, said he has attempted
"grand opening" of the Com- larking area which will take ment is inadequate for a com- ty governments
Larry Mitchell, Melrose, '60munity the size of Memphis. It and costly. Taxes are going fighting between city and Defender.
care of 150 automobiles.
to contact Atty. Estes about
.p; Roosevelt Hancock and munity Temple Church. 1084
tends to accentuate and high- up. There is too much fussing counts, governments and pro- The Waters' live at 1613 the matter, but that a relative
Simmons, Hamilton E. MeLemore ave. when the Elder porter began his ca- light differences of opinion and fighting in our city and tect the rights of' all citizens,"
140 u i s
Marjorie at.. and are the par- informed him that the attorHigh; and William Hudson, first regular worship service reer in the ministry 12 years and viewpoints among officials. county governments and be- he said.
ents af a three-year-old daugh- ney-minister has moved to
was conducted there Sunday ago. Recently he built a church
Melrose.
and
county
city
tween
our
"There are many duplicated
"I hope all who believe that ter, Deborah. He served two Washington, D.C.
Memphis football fans wil afternoon. The edifice, for- in C larksville, T e n n. by services in the county and city. governments."
Others named in the suit are
I am right will vote for con- years in the Army.
remember that live of these merly owned by the First As- "Faith." He started out with Money can be saved by abolWith just one government solidation on Nov. 6," he con- Mrs. Waters is a teacher at Shell Jones, 3343 Rochester;
ste'Iar gridiron performers sembly Of God, was recently 19 members and since then ishing these duplications..
Shelby Coun- cluded,
of
the
for
whole
LaRose Elementary school.
Oscar Harvey, 3319 Fostoria;
Wade All-City Selections dur- acquired by Elder Willie L. the congregation has grown "The proposed consolidation ty. the former Memphis mayor
Crockett, 3450 RochesErnest
100.
than
more
to
ing their high school careers. Porter for $600,000 on "faith
charter eliminates duplication said it will mean:
ter; Charles Clark, 488 HazelsloMaalone," he said.
Charlie Lee, '58; Fred
IIIder Porter said "My
1. Lower taxes by getting
and the causes of friction and
wood; Mrs. Mildred Wright,
lone, '504 George Bradsaw, '60; Featured speaker at the aft- gan is 'God c a n do every- misunderstanding. Both the rid of double government, IJN
3448 W. Horn Lake rd.; Mrs.
opened
Louis"
and
'61;
has
He
Evangelist
Larry Mitchell,
ernoon service was
thing but fail.'
residents of the city and coun- controlling spending and hr
Clarissa Nelson, 3203 Mill• II
Simmons, '56.
Don Gossett of Cloverdale. B. doors and made a way."
L
ty will benefit from consolida- bringing in more industry
brook; Mrs. Josephine Tate,
It will be clearly demon- C., Canada, who is an Assem- The minister said he plans tion.
share in the tax burden.
'
3388 Alta rd.; John Mahan,
grated at Melrose stadium the blies Of God minister at Sur- to establish a Day Care cen- "I am hoping that every citi2. More jobs with better pay
3293 Ford rd.; T. 0. Bell, 3192
night of Nov. 3 that all of rey. Canada.
ter for children and housing zen will study the charter, and y bringing in new industry
The proposed Charter Com- son entitled, 'Taxpayers look Ford rd.; A. D. Gordon, 3247
these Memphis boys have con- Elder Porter said that re- for senior citizens. For more having studied it. vote in the and encouraging industry al- mission for Memphis and Shelat Consolidated Government.' Ford rd.; F. B. Kelso, 994
tinued their "championship vival and healing services will Information call WH 6-9982 light of what he has learned." ready here.
by County is better than the This speech simply confirmed Maury, and J. E. Flowers, 1040
Ways" as members of a college be conducted at the church
present form of government, my own belief and removed Latham.
football team.
each
starting
indefinitely.
church
and any fair-minded person all doubt from my mind that South Side Baptist
in the suit
night at 7:30 p.m.
takes the time to read the charter as proposed by the is being represented
who
McCall.
Evangelist Gossett, a native
the proposed charter will be Charter Commission undoubt- by Atty. John W.
The case will be heard by
of Oklahoma who started in
convinced that the present
Judge Vender Bruegge.
the ministry in 1949, said SunSee CHARTER, Page 2
type is not the type for a for-lay during his sermon "every
ward-looking city like MemChristian should be given to
phis.
'bold Bible livin g. He exThis judgment was given by
nlained "by this I mean, —
B. G. Olive jr., secretary of
It is my conviction that every
By BILL LITTLE
league's leading scorer, fore- down on a short punt, adding Universal Life Insurance comoerson should live free from In a determined endeavor ng Washington to a
fourth and the icing with 13 points in the pany, in a letter to former
fear—of man. Every Christian to stay in contention for the goal situation from the two- final quarter.
Mayor Edmund Orgill recently.
should possess bold confidence pionship. a fired-up Booker T. yard line.
quarterback Howard Reed slammed over from the
been
The pros and cons of the lative council under the proin Christ and the Bible and Washington machine was hit- Finley surprised the stacked- one yard stripe. Aubrey How- Olive wrote: "I have
raiding with a great deal of proposed charter for consoli- posed charter is four times
individual rights."
ting on all pistons as they up Manassas line with a quick ard snared a Finley pass bemany articles in dation of Memphis and Shel- greater than under the present
He is married and the fath- Whitewashed Manassas, 25-0. flip over the line to end Har- hind the defender near the Ma- i..terest the
newspapers in by county governments were Commission form of governer of two sons and three before approximately 8.000 vey Smith from the two-yard- nassas bench, finally being nab- the different
the City of Memphis with ref- heatedly debated by four per- ment, which has not had a
daughters. He is the editor of screaming fans who turned line.
bed from behind after a 35- erence to the consolidated
sons during a meeting of Cen- Negro elected in 52 years.
two national religious marra- out to watch the city's oldest The second period saw Ma- yard chase.
government as proposed by tenary Methodist church's
Mrs. Smith contended, "Ne7ines. Until 1980 he was the schools resume their tradition- nassas taking to the air lanes
the Charter Commission as Commission on Christian So- groes will have a very little
editor of the "Faith Digest," al rivalry last Friday night in after the heave Washington LEAGUE CROWN
The long gainer set-up a well as the charter itself.
cial Concern last Sunday chance of being elected." Howa magazine with more than Melrose Stadium.
forward wall stifled the Ti"I have also read the speech evening.
ever, she pointed out. "I want
900 009 circulation. He also The tremerulous spirit usual- gers ground attack. Except for two-yard burst by Waite*
JackW.
Donald
made by Mr.
I'm not ad-onducted a "Bold Living ly generated by this ancient a few short completions the Baughns for the TD. The final
Speaking in favor of the it understood that
of
Broadcast on a West Coast series, whether the two teams Warriors here-to-fore weak marker came later in the same
were O. Z. vocating the present form
charter
proposed
get
a 10-yard touchwas unsuccessful. city government. We can
who
Evers,
and Canada radio station. He are in the title picture or not, pass defense yielded virtual- stanza on
committee to
strike to wingman Nobin his bid to be elected County another charter
is also the author of 31 books was very evident in the hard ly nothing. Manassas stayed in down
charter than
Court Clerk during the Aug. write a better
and bookleta on "Faith, Bold hitting defensive play through- the thick of the fight by snuf- bie Carr. James Slaughter
knifed through for the point.
3 primary election; and Willie proposed now."
Living and Divine Help and out the hard fought fray.
fing out Washington when The game ended on a strange
Gilmore said, in reply to
Gilmore, secretary of the UniHealing."
The Warriors scored early in they got in scoring territory. play with Manassas punting
the discrediting the "civil
ty Christian Committee.
Elder Porter also announced the first quarter on a drive
When Manassas won last out of their own end zone.
Speaking in opposition were rights clause in the charter, if
that his church would broad- from near midfield. With the year's 29-19 thriller the WarWashington safetyman Chitties
Mrs. Maxcine Smith, execu- the 14th amendment was not
cast over Radio Station WLOK Manassas alignment geared to riors never really recovered Little tucked in the punt, but
James
tive secretary of the Memphis in the U.S. Constitution.
at 8:55 a m. Monday thru Eat- stop Washington's star full- from being penalized 15-yards signaled for timeout before
NAACP; and A. W. Willis jr., H. Meredith would not be atback, Oscar Reed. the outside for being t,rdy in starting the he was tackled. Time ran out
arday weekly.
tending Ole Miss today."
a practicing attorney.
The pastor mid "our sal- running of Ed Richard spear- second half.
as the Manassas players gathare headed the Warrior's attack to
we read BLAST NEWSPAPERS
"When
said,
Evers
servires
heallog
and
vation
4'
ered around intrigued. A fair
13 POINTS
the existing charter and com- Willis said, "This charter is
-pen to the public nightly." the eight-yard line.
History repeated itself when .catch signal would have made
pare it with the prOposed the most beautiful document
native Metn- HISTORY REPEATS
'er,
Po
Elder
automatic.
F I `.; K BULLDOG TACKLE.
timeout
15a
assesed
charter, the question becomes of dictatorship I have ever
began a "Faith" At this point the burden Manassas Was
Washby
win
first
the
was
Fred ,Malone will play on nhian who
It
of
type
same
the
upon
varder for
undebatatile. We know the seen."
was placed
homeground Nov. 3 when Fisk movement less than six-weeks once again shoulders of Reed, tardiness. The penalty put the ington over Manassas in four
nroposed charter is the best."
the
He went on to say &wing
purchased
capable
he
the
said
ago
years the
meets Lane in the Memphis
DICTATORSHIP
"that a person could
t h e Tigers 'tigers on the defense in their years. Three of those
rebuttal
again
faith.
once
by
but
building
church
either
morose Nigh Sehool stadium.
'didn't in- own terrritory and the War- Northaide' Tigers have
added Negroes' chances
Ile
they
that
air-conditioned.
showed
church,
The
league
was
Captain
of
Moinaa•
Malone
the
See DEBATED, rap $
bludgeoned by the riors kept the pressure on while won or tied for
of being elected to re legishith 58-58 aottad and was all has seating capacity for 1,00C, tend to be
quarter tench- crown.
approigmately 60 rooms, has bullish onslaughts, of the adding a third
c y selectee in 59

Man Still Unconscious In Hospital
I While Funzral Help For Teacher Who
Killed Instantly In 2-Car Accident

Nat D. Williams
El
Teachers As

Fisk U. To Meet
Lane At Melrose
In First Classic

Waters Named
Advertising
Manager Of ISO

Minister Seeks
Back Wages In
Church Suit

'Consolidation
More Than 300 Allended Endorsed By Edmund Orgill Urges 'Yes' Vote
Dr. Hollis Price On Charter For Consolidation
Opening Services At

Community Temple,Sun.

e

Olive Reads Proposed Charter,
Says It s Best For

Washington Warrio rs Win 25-0 To
Break Four-Year Manassas Spell

•

Proposed Charter Heatedly
Debated At Centenary Church

SA1
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Oct. 14.
gene.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Clark. ISO Mr. and Mrs. Charles Epp;
Dewitt.,
B.
6
85
y7-C Neptune; boy, Eric Crow
s
Mr. and Mrs.
Hodges,
1606 S. Third; girl, Jeff e ry Mr. and Mrs. Frazier Wai
14n.
69 S. Fifth; boy, Henry Earleni
(Continued From Page 1)
(Coatheer From Page 1)
Mr. and Mrs. David Banks, Mr. and Mrs. Searcy Brya
(Continued !rent raft 1)
1170 Neptune, Apti 6; boy, Da- 1378 Orgill; boy, Searcy Jr.
ed, Mrs.Elliott called Mm and children "right down here In edly is by far' bet
then our
Yid III.
Mr. and Mrs. Uless Edwards,
asked him to buy a quart of West Tennessee."
present
form
of
govarpmant
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Walton, yrs-o Butler; twins: girl, Kimbear and come over and talk He praised Congressman Da890
"I
N.
have
Bellevue;
boy,
talked
Cedric ya Monique; boy, Keith Mark.
vis as having "made an outwith any
to ter about it.
number of people, some were AT E. H. CHUMP HOSPITAL: Mr. and Mrs. William Phil
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. GrandMr. and Mrs. James Hay, 614- Jerome.
When.he arrived, he.claim- standing record in Congress." or the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Phillips
charter
and
Gray, berry, 2799 Hale; boy, Albert
"Memphis,
as
some,
as
He
Dale.,
continued.
lips, 783 Porter, Apt. 4; girl F Thomas; boy, Roger
ed Jiro. Elliott answered the
Oct. 3.
748
,18 Hobart; boy, Winston Ber- Charles.
doer and invited him to come well as the state, would suffer explained to me, are definitely' Mr. and Mrs, Parker Owens, Cheryl Anita.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Edagainst it. Those Who stated
Oct. IS.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wil dins, 5650 Raleigh- LaGrange
toward the bedroom. The two a great loss If he is not re- that
1504
S.
Barksdale;
girl,
Daphne
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
they are definitely against
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jackson,
Rams, 1508 5.• Barksdale; boy rd.; girl, Crystal Lynn.
walked down the hall and just turned to office."
Lynn.
Miller, 1526 Barton; boy, Mich- 712 Wilson rd.; boy, Robert;
the charter were almost totalRonald Curtis.
before going in, he said, a Ne- He invited the audience to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Bu.Mr.
and
Mrs.
'Charles
Rodly ignorant about the contents
ael Dewayne.
Wayne.
Oct. 10.
gro man jumped out with a a state-wide Democratic DinMr. and Mrs. Dorsey Kizzie, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Terry,
the charter and are primari- gers, 258 Honduree; boy. John- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Craw- ford, 1657 Pope; boy, Edward
stick and began frilling him ner, scheduled to be held in of
Nathaniel.
ny
Frederick.
ly
going on what other people
O'Neal.NClybrook; boy, Ed- 828 E. Trigg; boy, Marvell LaLe:.
Nashville, Thursday, Oct. 23.
ford, 1829 Keltner, Apt. 1; girl,
about the head.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Smith, ward
told them.
Mr. and MM. Frank Shaw. Sandra Nicole Roberta.
roy.
Collier stated that he ran to Clement said, "I'm not mad
Patricia
DeFields;
girl,
W.
30
Mr.
to
and
Mrs.
Armstead
.
"After
1573
Mr. and Mrs. Curley 1.•
explaining to them
Boxwood at; boy, Stanley Mr. and Mrs. John L. Jordan,
the front of the house and at anybody. I'm not going
Eric.
Shears, 3010 Broad; boy, Sam. Booker, 1458 Ethelyn; boY,'
448 °lankier; girl, Gail Jean- nice.
someone opened the door for take out anything on any- what is in the charter and Oct. E.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
LongMr.
and
Mrs.
Tommy
Hays'Pony
comparing
it
with
the
present
Lamar.
him. All the while the beating body."
mire, 1243 Newark; boy, Ivan. tett, 2306 Shasta; girl, Norma
Mr. and Mrs. William Tinintroduced by John form of government, they were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mat- Oct. 11.
continued until he outdistanc- Ha was
9
Francis
Frboany, Barnatcrh- Ann.
ner, 70 W. Illinois; boy, Benwas his surprised and were very frank thews, 317 Carpenter; boy. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ed- er,Mr. and
ed the husband two blocks Ford Canale, who
Sanford Oct. 18.
ierat Fernando.
Dwight Edgar.
.
wards, 717 N. Decatur; girl,
from the house. He hid and Memphis campaign headquar- in admitting that they simpBruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Petty, .Mr. and Mrs. John Wilbourn,,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence San- Alfreda LaShell.
later went to a telephone booth ters manager during the pri- ly didn't know.
ders,, 2124 Hunter; girl, Linda
Mr. and Mrs. Erby Lee Reed, Mr. and Mrs. James Murrell, 294-D Dixie Mall; girl, Paula 1852 S. Main; girl, Patricia
and called a friend to come to mary. 'CONVINCING'
Vicki
Wellington;
girl,
401-C
S.
Renea.
acknowGail.
1515 Mallory; girl, Denise Mahis aid. He was carried to Congressman Davis
Yvette.
Mr.
w
. William
s
Herron.
736M
-c and
and Mrs. Charlie Ela4
presence of State "I do not believe that any Oct. 8.
rie.
Methodist hospital for treat- ledged the
intelligent,
fair
minded
perMr. and Mrs. Clarence Ervin,
la Beverly gent, 1188 Florida; toy, Char.Mr.
and Mrs. James Carnes, AT JOHN GASTON
Taliaferro, one
Lewis
Senator
ment.
son who is familiar with our 289 Cambridge; boy, Kenneth
lie III.
too-D, Foote Park; boy; Greg- Dianne.
of his opponents in the priHOSPITAL:
ALL ARRESTED
ory.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold D. KinMr. and Mrs. Walter McRae;
In third place. Present form of government Lewis.
ran
who
mary
Oct.
10.
Mrs. Elliott, who was arrestMr. and Mrs. Willie Duncan, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Griffin, Mr. and Mrs. Benny Fair, ney, 231 Silverage; girl, Emo- 487 Crump blvd.; a boy.
Pritchard, has and who will take the time
ed along with her husband but The other, Ross
appointment with to read the proposed charter 942 S. Fourth; girl, Donna Ma- 954 S. Parkway east; boy, Al- 284 W. Fay; boy, Michael Lynn.
later released, told officers accepted an
Mr. and Mrs. Vergil Bobo,
Washing- will be definitely convinced rie.
OMITS SATURDArl
tha the man had called her the government in
that the proposed charter is Mr. and Mrs. Willis Durham. vin.
girl, Hattie VaMcKis- 2438 Hunter;
Charles
Mrs.
Mr.
and
on numerous occasions after on, D.C.
govern1324 Monsarrat; girl, Phyllis sick, 3006 Crystal; girl, Debbie lerie.
OCT
his Repub- not only the type of
challenged
Davis
fixing her phone in an effort
Oct. 19.
ONE SIG
"
W—
EEK!
whom he did ment we should vote in on Renee.
Jean.
to get her to go out with him lican opponent,
would
they
6, but
Mr. and Mrs. Ezell Ervin, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Thom- Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Murnot call by name, to send a November
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Funeral services for Miss y, both of Cleveland,
Brown were conducted at Mississippi Boulevard Christian
church with Elder Blair T.
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Hunt officiating. Interment
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under direction of
MERCURY, 2 Dr. Hardtop, Automatic,
Lewis & Sons Funeral home.
Sharp, 2 tone -blue
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Booker T. Washington High
MERCURY, 2 & 4 Dr., Both nice,
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Down payment to suit you.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
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Kroger Has

Lower Prices

Plus Top Value Stamps

Good Credit-Bad CreditNo Credit

AUTO SEAT
COVER SALE!

FREEMAN FURNITURE CO.
"62 CLOSE OUT SALE"

Buy Your 1963
CARS DR
USED CARS

From Us

COMPLETE SET FRONT and BACK

ONLY $
PLUS
INSTALLATION
MOST CARS

HULL-DOBBS
NEW FORD

11 Month Written Guarantee
We Carry All Notes.

1958

$795

1957

$695

1957
1957

$515
615

Buicr.,

1955

Convertible, Automatic, Blue
& White, New Top. Wire Spoke Wheels.
Really Sharp. Easy Down.

$775

1955

FORD, 4 Dr. Automatic, Buckskin
Color, Like New, Radio & Heater.
Easy Terms.

$495

1956

BUICK, 4 Dr. White Top, Red Bottom,
Century, Auto. & Brand new engine.
Really a nice automobile. Easy worth
$795.00. Easy Down & Notes.

$595

1956

PLYMOUTH, 4 Dr. White & Tan. Like
new inside & out. Radio & Heater.
Just tell us how much you want to pay
and how you wont your notes.

$550

For Ac4c:iiienal Savings On:

• COW/MU TOPS* CARPETS
* M1IF7LERS
SEAT BELTS
* SUCK tBSOIIHRS* TIRES & BATTERIES
"Budget 7crrns Available"
NO LIMY DOWN—I0 MONTHS TO PAY:

FA 3.9192

FINANCINC'i ro SUIT
'YOUR PURSE

STORE HOURS:

Stay-Rite Kar Kare7 Inc•
(4C1114ETLY RATCOI

COMPLETE AUTO UPHOLSTERING
2405 SUMMER AVE.
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Staple Singers
To Sing Here

WH 8-2666
FREEMAN FURNITURE Co.

L

WAYNE•RUGER•MARTINEW
BLAIN •BrfaiS.1141171

Debated

White Bed•Room Sult•.$209.95
We s
$299.95
6 P.Living-Room S.t.S 16935
Was--- 5229.95
Pick Up Notes On “62 Motorola
5*****...58400 per ma.
Motorola 8 Sylvania T V's
Bargain PI/C•..
Also How & Used APPI10.4•4

t

1957
1955
1950

MOTO, 4 Dr. Whit* Top, Cream
Bottom. This car is one owner and
brand new. Trade.in or easy down.
BUICK, about 6. Several nice ones.
All ready to go and guaranteed.

Cans

•

00
20 Oz.$11
Pkgs.

PORK CHOPS

STEAKS

69
1 TOMATO JUICE
FLOUR

3-Lb.
Can

Lb. I9.

290•
54/550

LIBBY
Quart

GOLD MEDAL
Plain or Self-Rising

$695

FORD, 2 Dr. Shaved and het rodded.
Floor transmission and new point job.
Sharpest thing in town.
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Premier Ben Bella Confers With King

1DOWN FRONT!!
Left Side

NEW YORK. N.Y. — Martin
Luther King, Jr., famed integration leader of Atlanta, Ga.
met here last week with Premizir Ahmed Ben Bella of Algeria, who in conversation
with King made it clear that
he believed there was a direct relationship between the
evils of colonialism and the
injustices of segregation.
The meeting was arranged
at the request of Ben Bella
though King's SCLC New
York office. Ben Bella declared
in his talks with King that
the United States could lose its
"moral and political voice" in
the world if it did not grapple
with the dilemma of race relations in America in a forthright manner.
The meeting took place in
the premier's suite at the Barclay Hotel.
Dr. King told Ben Bella that

di

A MAN WAS ARRESTED SUCH FAITH is rarely seen.
rtcently for staggering drunk Elder Willie L. Porter, says
on Florida ave. When he was he purchased a $85,000 church
Hauled into court he told the at 1084 E. McLemore ave., on
judge, while testifying in his "faith alone." It is called the
own behalf. "Judge, your hon- Community \Temple. It is a
dr, Fm from Arkansas, I came Church of God In Christ.
to Memphis with a bunch of "I'M GOIG TO PRAY for
my friends. We all got to you," hollered the opponent to
drinking. They decided to go the proposed charter during Ei
to Oxford, Miss. I told them debate with a proponent.
tat they know I'm not wanted "Pray For Your Damned Self,"
in Oxford — and if they are cried the proponent in reply
going, let me out of the car . . . so the fight rages on.
and I'll walk back to Arkan- ONE TICKET — ONE VOTE,
sas. That's where I was headed slogan of the Democratic nomiaffair is open to the public. The Above models are: Seated
when I was arrested." The nees is not being bought by CHARM IS THEIR BUSINESS — Eagerly awaiting the
left-right: Miss Joycelyn Peters, president of Teenage Charm
judge said "Case Dismissed!" some of the local Negro Dem- grand opening of the newly formed Ann Prince Modeling
club; Mrs. Joyce Peters, director of Teenagers; Mrs. Bettye
"THAT'S AN UNDILUTED ocrats. They want more time School is the above bevy of beauties. The school is schedRounds, instructor; Miss Bobble Jones, instructor; Mrs.
," cried Mrs. Maxine Smith, to "look over the field." At uled to open Sunday, Oct. 23 at 3 p.m. Mrs. Martha Jean
Lucille Wells, director of the hostess club. standing, leftr
cLutive secretary of the lo- tl.is late date 'the only things Steinberg of WDIA will cut the ribbon at the new school,
right; Miss Lois Vestal Miss Jeannette Smith. Mrs. Billye
cal NAACP when 0. Z. Evers in the field are independents, located at 1252 E. McLemore Ave. Free modeling lessons
G. West, Mrs. Frankie Standard. Miss Venila Coleman,
said, "about five men run most who would not have a ghost will be given to the winner with a lucky number, also 325
Mrs. Iola McHenry, director of make-up: Miss Fannie HosThe Worne'n's Chorus at Mt
of the Negro civic and political of a chance at tliori Nov. 6 polls. will be award to a winner—Refreshments will be served by
kin, Miss Zenobla McClora; Miss Tommye .J. Anderson, Nebo
THAT BRAZEN YOUNG Mrs. Lola Rowland of the Carnation Milk Co. Members
Baptist church, 555
organizations in Memphis."
and Miss Velma Lucas.
Vance ave.. has planned to
DEMAGOGUES AND DEM- ATTORNEY who is reckless- of the Elks Lodges and Temples will be special guests. The
ly accusing the two Memphis
present a Musical Festival and
OCRATS can readily be idenFashions. Sunday. Oct. 28,
tified during discussion about newspapers of selling out to
starting at 3:30 p.m., announces
the proposed charter. Political "Consolidation" has a short
Mrs. Nannie Purdy, chairman.
faulty memory. It might prove
demagogues will attack, acrather embarrassing to him if
The affair is open to the
The Memphis Branch of the
cuse and be given to name- this
public.
publication were to reNAACP will hold its regular
calling against the proponents veal
the facts about his paymonthly meeting at 4 p.m., on
for the charter. Democrats— offs. Any
more careless, unSunday, Oct. 28 at Mt. Olive
those persons who believe in season
flammatory accusations
CME church, Linden and Lauthe democratic process while from his brash attorney will
derdale.
talking about the merits of the force this newspaper to pubEDENTON, N. C. — Civil vance. If the permit is granted. The Nominating committee.
proposed charter in compari- lish just who is being paidson to the present charter— off and who has been paid rights leaders in this north- it costs $10. If anyone pickets whose duty it will be to make
leave out the branding, curs- off. This newspaper might eastern community have vow- without a permit, he is sub- recommendations to 1 Is e
branch for elected officials for
ing and the name-calling.
even start remembering the ed to defy a new city ordi- ject to a $200 fine or 30 days 1963-64. will be elected at this
in
jail.
restricting
peaccful
picknance
, WASHINGTONIANS a r e money which w a s collected
Edenton is following a pat- meeting.
:.ome of the town's proudest from the public — under the et n g.
Rev. Fred Lofton, dean of 666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
tern
spreading among Southordinance,
passed
by
The
people. They have a right to guise of an organization — by
students and college minister liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular"too.
have
ern
cities
which
adopted
is
avowedly
town
council,
the
attorney,
as
be. After all they broke the this same haughty
it Owen college, will be initour-year spell held over them the head of this "gone-with- aimed at persons protesting laws restricting picketing.
There are 5 major symptoms of•
spirational speaker.
sibly reach. Its gentle laxative acsegregation.
Nororganization.
In
a
joint
statement,
cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
the-wind"
tion keeps you "regular" during
1111By Manassas.
constipation, and general "'sickIt states that no one can man L. Brinkley, local NAAthis critical time. The unexcelled
to feeling." 666, the time-tested and
effectiveness of 666 has been
picket a residence or plane of CP
A. Society for Human Rights
president, Golden
explore
the
possibility
of
inproven
cold
medicine,
fights
all
5.
proven to thousands of users.
business in Edenton without Frinks, Edenton civil rights
No "one-ingredient" product can
When you have a cold, take
applying to the town clerk ',Adel-, and Frederick H. La- tercedeing for the p(ople of do this. 666 was made especially
666,and see what real relief can be
Edenton
in
a
legal
challenge
for a permit 24 hours in ad- Garde, regional representafor colds ... and only for colds. It
like. Satisfaction guaranteed ...
tive of the Southern Christian to the ordinance.
really works!
or your money back. At all drug
Edenton hrs been the scene
The
fast
decongestant
action
of
counters, only 490. If you prefer
labeled
Leadership
Conference,
rally for Thursday night, Ocof a growing civil rights move- 666 works through the blood
tablets, take 666 cold tablets ...
tober 25 at 8 p.m. at Greater the Edenton ordinance as "un- ment within the last year.
stream...reaching
pieces
where
same
fast relief. Convenient and
constitutional . . . and in clear
nose drops and sprays can't poseconomical, too.
The Membership Committee into fifteen geographical areas Mt. Zion Baptist church, 1414 violation of citizen's right to
citizens
of
this
area
of the Memphis Branch NAA- which will represent the ma- Davis. All
First Amendment to the U.S.
CP has announced that the jor points of emphasis. All are urged to attend. There will peaceful protest under the
NAACP's Fall Membership area chairmen are planning al,;ci be a March For Member- Constitution." They added:
Campaign will continue special Membership Rallies to ships conducted in each area.
During the Fall Campaign "We will not obey this law.
through the month of Novem- be held in each area. Several
bet. The local Branch has set area chairmen have already report meetings will be held We will challenge it until it
?very Saturday at the NAACP will be erased from the books."
a goal of at least 3,000 mem- completed plans for their area office. The Branch office will
In Atlanta, the Rev. Wyatt
bets to be solicited during this Membership Rallies.
be open from 10 a.m. through Tee Walker, executive assistThe Hyde Park - Hollywood 1:00 p.m. on Saturdays espe- ant to Dr. Martin L. King, Jr.,
campaign.
said he would ask the Ghandi
The city has been divided Civic Club has scheduled their cially for this purpose.

the Federal Government had.
made it clear "that ,eegregation is unconstitutional and
immoral."
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Musical Festival At
ML Nebo Church
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New City Law Restricts
'Peaceful Picketing'

NAACP To Elect its
Nominating Committee

Watch Our Ads

Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will

NOW TREAT ALL
Great
COLD SYMPTOMS favorites in/
MEMPH1$

NAACP Continues Fall
Membership Campaign

GO BY BUS

•

MORE JOBS

CONSOLIDATING SHELBY COUNTY AND
MEMPHIS WAS STARTED TO HELP GET MORE
INDUSTRY TO COME HERE. WE NEED MORE
PLANTS, BOTH LARGE AND SMALL. THEY
MAKE MORE GOOD JOBS AND STEADY
EMPLOYMENT FOR ALL CITIZENS.

LOOK AT SOME OF THOSE WHO SAY
CONSOLIDATION ON
• VOTE FORNOVEMBER
6:
•UNITY COMMITTEE
• MEMPHIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

•THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL

• MEMPHIS AFL-CIO LABOR COUNCIL

• MEMPHIS PRESS-SCIMITAR

• CITIZENS ASSOCIATION OF MEMPHIS
AND SHELBY COUNTY

• WHITEHAVEN SOUTH
MEMPHIS NEWS

• FUTURE MEMPHIS, INC.

•FRAYSER NORTH MEMPHIS NEWS

• LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

• MEMPHIS WORLD

• HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION

•NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

WINDOW GUARDS
$3 Ea. Installed
ALL TYPES ORN A M EN TA L I SON
• Aluminum Door t
• Aluminum Sc rooms

CASH IRON CO.

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

FA 3-7212
2687 YALE

UNITY

November 6 Will
Mean More

NATURAL SHOULDER
VESTED SUIT

WITH PLAIN FRONT
TROUSERS
$35 to

228 South Main St.

Jobs for ALL Citizens.
VOTE FOR CONSOLIDATION ON NOV.6.

125

Trousers
'6" to '29"
Sport Coats
'24" to $75"

and Better

•

DARK EYES VODKA 100 Proof or 80 Proof
100% Grain Neutral Spirits. Chief Spring Distillhg Co., Division slum.,B. Beam Distilling Co„
Clermont, Beam.Kentocky.JIM BEAM 86 Pro6f
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.James Si
Beam DislhilingCs., Clermont. Beam Kontueltyg .

"GOOD CLOTHES
OPEN ALL DOORS"

•WHITEHAVEN PRESS
• MEMPHIS JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

• They Say That a Vote for Consolidation on

LIGHT AS
AWHISPER

Manhattan Shirts—Mallory Hats
Free Parking
In Rear Of
Store
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Friendship Baptist To
Present Two Members

Friendship Baptist church
Delivering the morning riles.
will feature some of its sage will be Miss Shady
Lee
Parker,
a teacher of matheown members when Woman's
matics
at Manassas High
Day is observed there on Sunschool.
"For this reason I bow any God he becomes like God and day, Oct. 28.
Speaking at the special proknees before the Father, from his compassion grows.
gram at 3 p.m. will be Mrs.
whom every family in heaven
Irt the breast of every man
Ethel Brooks, principal of
and on earth is named, that
today should be a spark of
Wisconsin Elementary school.
according to the riches of His
love. This should be so meanMrs.
Bernice Harris will direct
glory He may grant you to be
ingful
the
it
that
is
expressed
Sunday school.
to
strenghtened with His might
everyone and everything. The
Both Miss Parker and Mrs.
through the inner man, that
farther a man allows himself
Brooks will base their talks
Christ may dwell in your heart
to get from God, the more
around
the theme for the day:
throuch faith; that you, being
beastly he becomes. The moral,
"Let Us Then Be Up and Dorooted and grounded in love,
spiritual, social, and cultural
ing,"
supported
by the text:
may have the power to comstate of our world today gives
"She hath done what she
prehend what is the breadth
full evidence that man has
could
. . " Mark 14:8.
and length and height and
falied to remain closely condepth, and to know the love
RECEPTION SCHEDULED
tacted with God.
of God which surpasses an
The featured sneakers have
Paul, writing to the Ephesknowledge, that you may be
been members of the church
tans, reminded them that if
filled with all the fullness of
they were to enjoy this earth
since early childhood. They
God."
as God designed it, they must
will be honored during a re'HIS NATURE'
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'airected by Mrs. Diana Hayes.
"Church Literature" is the
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topic for a panel discussion at
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the meeting, and the particiCALL
THIS WEEK'S PANTS SPECIAL AT PRICES YOU CAN
pants will include Mrs. Bobbie
.AFFORD. IF OUR PRICES DO NOT SAVE YOU
B. Jones, Mrs. Edwina Fields
Little
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THEN
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NOT WANT THE BUSINESS. STOP IN AND
and Mrs. Elma Mardis.
F0R
SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION.
Hostesses will be Mrs. MelDepordoP• • Courteous Servicle''
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ba Briscoe, Mrs. Lois Brown,
Mrs. Willaimetta Carter, Miss
JA 5-7734
Emma Crittenden and Mrs.
Lillian Crowder.
YOU NEED HELP NOW - NOT NEXT YEAR
• Mrs. A. S. Hunnicutt is Fellowship president, and Rev.
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
T. C. Mickle, pastor of the
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Rev. D. Warner Browning, pastor of Mt. Pisgah
CMS churchk,
Rev. D. S. Cunningham, pastor of Collin Chapel
CME
church; and Rev. M. L. Darnell, director of Phillips
School z
of Theology — Interdenominational Theological Center hi
Atlanta, Ga.
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Trinity Baptist
Church To Observe
'Harvest Day'
Trinity Baptist church, 1058
Overton Park. is all set for its
knnual "Harvest Day" celebra'ion on Sunday. Oct. 28. announces the general chariman.
Mrs. Rhoda Davis.
- The theme is "Mobilization
of Our Forces and An All Out
Offensive."
Guest speaker will be Rev.
Roy Allen. Other persons who
are expected to appear on program are: Mesdames Dorthea
Wilson, Minnie Gibson, Ozzie
Holmes, Eva Mae Flowers, Esther Johnson. Bessie Howard.
Roberta Crawford, mistress of
ceremonies and James G.
King. Rev. J. 13. Jones is pastor of the church.
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milk

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!

Friendship Baptist
Church
1355 VOLLENTINE
REV. W. A. SUGGS, Pastor
SUNDAY SCHOOL . . 9.30 A.M
MORNING WORSHIP
11 00 A.M
DEVOTION
SERMON BY PASTOR
BTU... .. ..600 P.M.
EVENING SERVICES
1:30 P.M.

Ilk* to do busin•mi with us. You,
tee, will lik• our courteous heat.
went end desire to help you.
"Open
Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8t00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 t• 1100
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned - Hote• Operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to say y•s to your
loon request"
EX./SIM/a and Supervised by
he Stet* Department of
Insurance and Banking.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 1-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611

•

9:45
Sunday School
11:00 A M
Morning Worship
Devotion Sermon Delivered By The Pastor
BTU
600 PM
Room For Small Children
Evening Service
8:00 P.M.
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TEENAGE AND YOUNGER SET

E. DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP

DIGGINGS WITH
DEE and D

- TEEN TALK -

MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS;

TOP O's
LIME LIGHT
James has a fan club, PresiBy DOROTHY JAMES.
Georgia Garmon, Cher y 1
This week the limelight is
VELLA HARRIS and
dent is Earline Reed - Caroon lovely Miss Jacqueline Ann Walton, Jackie Walker and
ORA DOUGLASS
lyn Brandon's interest is at
That William Fleming is the Brodnax, a member of the Brenda McCollough, why don't
,By FLORA' FLEMING and
Hello there, this is your Hamilton now - Leonard Coleladies' choice?
r.: WILLIAM FLEMING
senior class, secretary-treasur- the four of you enroll at Ham- news
reporter up to date with man and Clivetta Hoskin.
ii there! This is Flora and WEATHER REPORT
er of the National Honor Soci- ilton?
mutual agree- By CLARENCE E. WITHERS
The Young Men Inc, clitrs
Joshua Ware — Hot
lliam coming to you (Rim
Minor Grahamn, what hap- the latest news in "Teenage have come to a
ety and editor of the school
Land."
ment - Sam McDowell I didn't and PATRICIA CUMMINGS is Mr. Boo kerR ...narRFR
Eddie Bolden — Sunny
swing, Douglass.
paper, Thunder. She spends pened last Sunday night?
savage
Rumors around town are know you were the
Hi there. This is Clarence E. advisor is Mr. Book e
Barbara Hokins, did you
I'here's tension at Douglass. Sidney Brown — Stormy
many hours after classes in the
when are Withers and
ryone is wondering about Percy Jones — Rainy
Patricia Cum- James. Officers are Joseph
production of ,itir mighty year- know Geraldine Parks has Sam that — John "Twiffy" Arnold type - Elice Reese,
the
to
hip
is talking to Lydia Campbell— you going to get
Zack Sims — Humid
mings making your way with Jackson, president; Clayton
McDowald's nose?
o will be Mr. and Miss Dougbook (Victor).
and
Carpenter
and
Odetta jive? - James
the latest haps around the big Barrett, vice president; Geors. The candidates for Miss Billy Haynes — Cloudy
She is the daughter of Mr. Janice Hill, why do you deny Barbara White
have something in common, Brenda Rice are really hitting "M".
gia 'Scott, secretary; David
uglass are Alva Crivens, An- TRIANGLES OF THE WEEK and Mn. William Brodnax of Adell Smith?
—
Maudette
beauty
natural
off.
it T
Wrusher, treasurer; Luscious
ELECTION RESULTS
Braswell, Katherine Smith, Julia Pratt, William Flem- 1894 Ferber ave. Religiously she Simone McAnulty, when are
a
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Eyes
Batter*
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Brownlee
The
Many school oranizat ions Nelson, sergeant at arms; PM
nville Harris, Helen Flip- ing, Gracie Hardy.
is a member of St. Augustine you going to tell the public
of
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Sims
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nose
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began this year's activities Clarence Withers, reporter.
parish; socially • member and about your new love C. B.?
g, Grade Hardy, Pat Spears, Teresa Mathews,
Don Moss, what's between you yours truly on October 14th. with their election of officers.
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Davidson,
were:
Thomas
football
team, with its 2-2-2
have
FlernPeyton
class, the officers are Joseph
ard and Preston
to attend St. Mary's.
at Spears and Flora
Her views on going steady: something in common, namely nowadays — Troy King and Reed. Loretta Shores, Robert Jackson, president; Gwendo- record. This is the Tigers first
declined, reasons unknown. send.
Virginia Harris, have become Davidson, Dan Hancock, Troy lyn Cheatham, vice president; year on the gridiron.
dictates for Mr. Douglass James Branch, Maxine Ber- "I don't condone going steady Virginia Harris.
Charles Branom and Pheobe mutuel friends after a cer- King. Virginia Harris, Pres Jacqueline Harris. secretary: The coaches are William
unless the boy and girl are preJames Kincaide, James nard and W. C. (T.S.U.).
It
eaver have been going to- tain affair — Simone McAnul- ton Payton. Dorothy Graham. Flora Harris, assistant secre- Ross, Albert Harris, B. Patton,
Starker, Harvey Tharp, Sterling Sterling Thomas, Sandra Bea- paring for marriage."
ty's favorite sung is "My Man" Kenneth Porter. Robert Da- tary; Patricia Payne, record- Marion Tolliver and W. Bate!.
gether for a whole year.
FAMOUS WORDS
rfiomas, MacArthur Hender- son and Billy Haynes.
Gertha
Joyce Cochran is now going — Kenneth Porter and Ar- vis, Archie Scruggs, Lora ing secretary; Charles Casey, The Tigers will clash against
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..That Margaret knows about Cheyenne Deener, Beaver ness about Oscar Reed, "Watch nose is in Itta Bena Miss . . . as: Archie Scruggs - Dorothy IN THE SWING
Jones, Margaret Nunnally, Zack your best friend and sister." Keep up the good work Frank Graham - Kenneth Porter. (I) Carla Allen, Ham. (2) The juniors' advisors are Mr.
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Rose Potts says what is ro- nothing to do with WRITING
This week our green and
iThis week, we feel it is neceign language and science.
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a whole. Their running, pass- gold spotlight shines on a very see Burnette Banks keeps vp
eisary to introduce to the pub- mance without Henry Lock- EVIL
Around the campus, Claudia
VELMA RIMMER
The Tigers began the grueing, blocking and tackling in intelligent young man. I speak with the beat. We see Ruby
* one of Melrose's finer per- ridge.
Jones has her eyes on a junis actively affiliated with the
the game have become sharp- of none other than William
dnalities. She is Miss Thelma John Edwards, if you didn't some task of digging up the Double Ten Society, Future OUR COACHES:
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Carver's team is under the er, and when the city champs Young. William who is the ior (R. M.). Earlean
Jkan Glass. She is the second know it, your fan club has Washington Warriors after a Teacfiers of America, National
trying to over take Nobbie Carr
dliughtes of Mr. and Mrs. Win- elected officers to serve the very fine game last Friday Honor Society, Nede, Home leadership of two efficient are chosen, I see no reason president of the Student Coun- from Rose Tibbs. Mettle H.
ston Glass residing at 834 Bos- year 1962-63. They are presi- night. At the game, two very Makers of Ameridi;'Sdieakers coaches. They are Mr. William why Carver High shouldn't be cil, is a member of 12-A class. says if W. E. doesn't stop askdent, Sarah Rubin, and vice fine musicians, Booker T. Jones and Writers, Mu "hit Phita, Woodruff and Mr. Robert on top."
ton St.
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Crawford.
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Most Studious: James Hollins
student on the S.T.S. program. Why is it that Faye Weaver America got down to planning puzzles. The reason Claudia is of Louisiana in 1958. In high
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Washington-Manassas Rivalry
Is Healthy And Befitting
Booker 'I'. Washington High School
fans, friends, faculty and students are
still talking gleefully about the 25-0
victory scored over Manassas football
team. It is very understandable. This
is the first time that the Warriors
have stopped the Tigers in four years.
So Washington has something of
which to be gleeful.
Equally understandable is the feeling that must have been experienced
by Manassas' fans, friends, faculty
and students when the four-year spell
was broken before an estimated 6,000
attendants.
The two high school are rivalries
of long standing — dating back to
the early '30s.
The cup of victory is much more
sweeter when it is won from the
arch rival. By the same token it is
the bitterest defeat.
Despite the sweet and bitter of
the game, there was a note of sadness
as one reflected back over the years
to the glorious days of Elder Blair
T. Hunt, an avid football advocator,
who was principal of Washington
high school; and J. Ashton Hayes,
equally as strong in his zeal to see

Manassas as a winner. Mr. Hayes
is no longer with us. He has paid
that final debt.
Before his death last year and during the Washington-Manassas game
he met Elder Elder Hunt and shook
hands with him in mid-field during
the half-time ceremony. And as the
two old war-horses left the field, a
band played "Exodus."
Mr. Hayes left the game — not
knowing that it was the last game
he would witness — happy over the
fact that Tigers had trampled the
Warriors 26-19.
Surely Elder Hunt missed him this
year — because one cannot enjoy the
fullest of victory in absence of his
arch rival. Thus the sweetest of victory is edged with herbs.
Two great football teams gambled
for the winner's berth. One was successful this season. Two great men
boosted their hearts out for the team
they dearly loved. One is lost forever.
The Tri State Defender salute both
schools for the fine sportsmanship
displayed in this rivalry which is
healthy and befitting for young men.

NOT
Thaddeus

T. Stokes

FREEDOM RESTS IN HANDS
struggle between the pros and cons for the
proposed charter for consolidation of
OF NEWSPAPERMEN!
Extra wages can be demanded — and Memphis and Shelby County governments.
sometime obtained — for hazardous jobs. "HELL IF YOU DO!"
A case in Point is certain jobs performed
Some of these fellows have the audacity
in mining coal, manufacturing steel, and to tell you that they will "kill" you (that
making coke . . . and many other jobs is politically) if you don't champion their
which necessitate going beyond the call cause, which at the best must be called
of healthy human endurance.
unreasonable bias.
Newspapermen are not among workers
These same fellows will readily hold
fortunate enough to obtain extra pay for themselves up as fighters for freedom —
constantly subjecting themselves to the but a free press and freedom are inseparathazards heaped..their heads by readers, able bed-mates. You cannot successfully
politicians, ministers, businessmen, women fight for freedom in a democracy and at
organizations, community leaders, labor the same time kill the free press.
unions, policemen, schools, civic organizaThe first act of a dictator when he
tions, courts, governmental agency, social
comes to power is to kill-off a free press.
agencies, etc.
So when I hear these power-bent men
SOLELY FOR THEM
talking about championing the cause of
Everybody wants to treat newspaper- freedom while stoning a free press — I
men as if they were private secretaries know that their intention is not freedom
— that is, write only what a ever critical for the masses but dictatiorial power for
public wants. This particular public always themselves and their kind.
ignore the fact that newspapermen don't
Newspapermen are victims of this
write what they necessarily desire to peculiar niche — "hell if you do and hell
write, but simply report the acts and ac- if you don't."
tivities of the this very hypocritical public
However, this is nothing new in this
— which are killers of newspapermen.
Politicians are among some of the most profession. From time immemorial newsvicious newspapermen assasins. Politicians papermen had to fight for their lives
will holler about being denied freedom while at the same time champion the cause
of speech and equal time. Yet at the same of the public to know the truth — and as
time they would deny freedom of the the adage says — "the truth shall make
press . .. Politicians also would make one you free."
So it appears that he continued freedom
believe that the "freedom of speech clause"
was placed in the Constitution solely for in this country rests in the hands of newspapermen. Long may the light of freedom
them.
A case in point is the curent political burn.

Kwame Nkrumah's Troubles
The cruel bombings, which have
been taking place in Ghana, are obviously attempts on President Kwame
Nkrumah's life.
Dr. Nkrumah has made enemies
who would stop at nothing to kill him.
He is more than a President in our
sense of the term. Kwame Nkrumah
has drawn on the immemorial past of
African tribalism to make himself the
supreme ruler of Ghana in whom all
power is vested.
In nearly all the sub,Saharan countries, there is a feeling that stronglycentralized governments, with oneparty systems and an acknowledged
leader, will be necessary for years to
come.
This appears to us to be logical and
sensible, since these former colonial
territories had arbitrary boundary
lines, carved out by the imperialist
powers, often cutting across ancient
tribal provinces and always combining a number of tribes. Often these
tribes were, and are, at enmity, with
eel* other.
D. Nkrumah who led his cctintry

to independence in 1957, is a natural
leader. In the ii g ht of antecedent
history, it is beyond debate that an
African leader has to have greater
and centralized powers than the Europeans he succeeds.
President Nkrumah,contrary to unfriendly propaganda in bo th the
American and British press, has not
used his authority recklessly and
harshly. He has had to jail those violent opponents who threatened not
only his person, but the security of
the state.
He has done much toward bringing
Ghana up to the complex requirements of a modern nation. His economic and social and educational
projects have advanced the lot of the
natives beyond their wildest
dreams.
Nkrumah is, beyond the shadow of
a doubt, the best prepared man in all
Ghana to lead his people into a new
era of universal enlightment and prosperity. His removal hi physical force
would be a tragic atback for the
young republic se a *bole.
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JACKIE ROBINSON

N.Y. Demo Choice
Poses Race Queries
WHEN the New York State Democratic Party nominated Manhattan Borough President Edward Dudley as its
candidate for Attorney-General, political
history was made.
Dudley, a talented and fine man, became the first Negro to be named by one
of the two major parties as candidate for
a state-wide office.
Although this columnist is fully aware
of the great advancement to the Negro
cause which could result from the election
of one of our race to so high a post, four
questions immediately come to mind.
1. Do you vote for a Negro for political office simply because he belongs to
your race—or do you evaluate; his candidacy in terms of his-hackgronnd, experience a n d qualificaApns compared with
those of his opponent?

Party Sincerity
2. DO YOU TURN your back on a
white candidate for re-election who has
built a reputation for being one of the most
dedicated, militant public servants in the
nation and who has steadily batted 1,000
per cent on the civil rights issue? Do you
turn your back on him because he is a
white man and you are a Negro who would
like to see another Negro move up to a
high office?
3. How sincere was the party in nominating a Negro? Did they do it to try to
elect him—or because they thought they
could use this candidate to try to fool the
Negro into voting against a Governor and
an Attorney-General who have consistently championed human rights?
How free and independent could this
particular Negro candidate be if he were
elected?
Our answer to the first question! To
vote for a Negro only because he is a Negro would be reverse racism. It would give
the lie to all we have believed in and stood
for; that the Negro must have equal opportunities in our American society, but
no special privilege based only on his color.
Our answer to the second question!
Personally, we could not turn our back on
a crusading, sincere man like Louis Lefkowitz who has fought valiantly for human
rights and social justice for many years;
who has broken down barrier after barrier
in business, sports, labor, and every other
conceivable area. We could not say, in
good conscience, that we must desert this
man with his sterling record—because his
opponent is a Negro. This would be unjust,
racially bigoted — and in light of his
• proven and demonstrated conscientiousness and competence—imprtctical•

Feel Neither Can Win
THE THIRD question! Friends high
in Democratic circles have privately admitted to us that their party feels neither
Morgenthau nor Dudley can win. It is said
that the Dudley candidacy is not so much
aimed at defeating Leflcowitz as it is an

attempt to whittle down the huge plurality
which they feel will be piled up by Mr.
Rockefeller.
How independent could Ed Dudley be
if he got the chance to be Attorney-General? We have talked to some of his closest
friends and they confirm the newspaper
reports that Mr. Dudley did tuft-Want to
run.
In politics, fine men are often forced
to take orders, to accept unpleasant assignments, knowing full well they are
doomed to defeat. Like many lawyers, Mr.
Dudley, we are told, would prefer a high
judgeship.
But, just to show how hypocratical
the Democrats are, Mr. Wagner, just as
political writer Jimmy Booker pointed out
in the AMSTERDAM NEWS recently, is
not appointing Negro judges this season,
although he has had 16 chances to do so.

Unfortunate Quote
WE THINK the Borough President is
a fine man and a high class person. We
were saddened to note that he is quoted in
a recent newspaper interview as commenting that "all Negroes who make $50,000 a
year and own homes in Connecticut with
swimming pools, should vote Republican."
Mr. Dudley has never been to our
home, seen our paycheck nor taken a dip
in a swimming pool which we do not own.
Nevertheless, there is no question in our
mind as to whether he was talking about
us.
To assume that we have no right to
be interested in the election in New York
because we live in Connecticut, is to assume we were wrong to accept Dr. Martin
Luther King's invitation to come to Birmingham to address the SCLC Convention
or to go to Albany, Ga., to help out with
voter registration and then become involved in aiding in the rebuilding of bombed
Negro churches.

Deep Concern For N.Y.
NEW YORK IS of deep concern to us
because, generally, what happens in New
York is the forerunner to what happens
elsewhere. I do not vote for political parties. I support men and principles anywhere which I think are for the good of
the Negro.
I could hardly believe Mr. Dudley
really wanted to attack me for the very
beliefs for which he praised me so generously at a recent testimonial dinner in my
honor. I vote and speak the dictates of my
conscience. I hate to say that I am now
forced to wonder whether Mr. Dudley
does the same or whether he is dictated
to and bossed by his party.
After much soul-searching and investigating the issues involved, I have to
come to the conclusion that in this particular matter, I must support a man who, I
sincerely believe, will follow his own beliefs and who will not be subject to dictation other than from his own conscience.

NAT D. WILLIAMS

ON HIRING NEGROES
Leonard J. Small, Sr., made a speech
last Tuesday night before a surprisingly
large group of Negro parents, attending e
PTA meeting at Ford Road School. (It
must be observed just here, that Prof.
Isaiah Goodrich, principal of Ford Road
School, is doing a remarkable job of enli,Sting the interest of parents of Ford Rci.ad
children in the youngsters' progress.)
But back to Mr. Small's speech. Mr.
Small, a Veterans Employment representative of the Tennessee Department of Employment Security, was explaining some
of the economic, occupational, and makinga-living problems facing Negroes today..
One of the most arresting observatio.
he made was that dealing with the 4ttitudes of many Negroes regarding work.
He noted that too many Negroes would
rather work for next to nothing for- a
white employer, than work for another
Negro for a living wage. Those were not
his exact words. But that was his meaning.
FALSE SENSE
He cited as an example, the attitude of
Negroes who will work as a baby sitter
for white folk, but will not take the settle
job for a Negro. He cited cases in which
Negroes needing work would turn a jpb
down, when they learned that their prpspective employer would . be member „of
their own race.
Mr. Small's conclusion was that "IT-egroes need to reexamine their scale of
values, and stop letting pride and a false
sense of equality deprive them of thi.,
chance to help themselves as individual!'
and the race as a group.
But, it is to wonder whether or not
Mr. Small has made much of a dent in
the average Negro's dislike, distrtist, disgust, and disrespect for other Negroes. It's
a nasty attitude that is much too prevalent.
It is an attitude that retards the growth
of Negro business enterprises. It is an
attitude that reflects the brain-washing
from which the average Negro suffers
when it comes to the fundamentals of
first-class citizenship for him and his.
SKIN COLOR
It's the same atthude that makes so
many Negro parents prefer to expose their
children to the indifferent, and even hostile attitudes of white teachers in dealing
with their children in so-called integrated
classrooms, rather than trust them to the
,•
guidance of Negro teachers.
Now, this is not to suggest that integration is a wrong approach. But rather, the
implication here is that too many Negroes grade excellence on the basis of
skin-color. And that's exactly what we
w
don't want ... or, sc) we say.
The whole thing dives down to what
is one of the fundamental imponderables
of the radial situation, from a NegN's
point of view. Too many Negroes feel that
excellence is white. That's why most Negroes won't do a good job for a Negro
employer. That's why too many Negroes
working for other Negroes demand The
position of member of the family, dolitg.
the employer a "favor" by working for
him, no matter what the wages.
, •
OTHER NEGROES
..:
The time has come for Negroes to pit
first things first..Mot of us have ward
ideas of what's important. Too many NOgroes rate "appearance over the real ategr girls want to :b.
Coy. Too many Negro
secretaries and work for nothing,' rath
than take a job in a laundry and mat
a living wage. How come? Because of a
"false sense of values."
It's time for Negroes to wake up to one
fundamental fact about today . . . if,' a
person is on old age pension, and wants
to supplement his or her salary by working as a baby sitter or "live-in" retainer,
it means more to the person who hires
such a person, and means more to that
person. Quite a few white old-timers litre
living in young whites' homes on that
basis. Why can't we have more Negroes
doing the same? Or, is it a case in whfch
Negroes would rather starve than shims/
respect, display intelligence, indicate a
spirit of cooperation . . . and work ifor
other Negroes?
Seems like somebody's got a messed-up
sense of values! Now, whatchubet!
1

So What?

The following are three
simple things to do in order
to he saved: I. Come unto me.
2. Repent for the kingdom of
heaven is at hand. 3. Jesus
tells is to believe and turn
your faith loose.
He that believeth that Jesus
is the Christ is born of God.
Follow Him by faith, for we
walk by faith and not sight
By faith in God we continue
in our salvation and the feeling of joy and peace comes art,i
a result of continual use of'
our faith in Jesus Christ.

"Lift up your eyes to the
heavens above, look upon the
earth below. For the heavens
shall vanish away like smoke.
and the earth shall wax old
like a garment. And they that
dwell therein shall die in like
manner; but my salvation
shall be forever and always,
and my righteousness shall not
be abolished." Isaiah 1:5.
So there you have it from
yours truly.
Willie Franer
1400 Sardis st
Memphis. Tenn.
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The People Speak
Dear Editor:
Today the world is full of
trouble and fear. Sin is reigning at the top level, and the
only way to be saved from
total destruction is to surrender a n d accept God as our
Guide and Savior immediately.
The Bible plainly tells us
"Neither is there salvation in
any other, for there is none
other name tinder heaven given among men whereby we
must be saved." Acts 4:12. Jest*, Himself, said. "I an the
way, the itWI and the light,
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A British View Of Mississippi
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Nkrumah In Fear;
Enemies Stalk Him
t

Gen. Joseph Michel and thy
LONDON—Persistent re,sorts from Ghana relate
ablest cabinet minister, Komla
Gbedemah, were considering
„pontinued stories about the
taking over the army and the
,;
Par of President Kwame
police to dominate the governNkrumah for his life.
ment.
, These reports insist that
Shortly after, Gbedemah fled
Nkrumah is in constant dread
the country and months later
an early and violent death
Michel died in an air crash
-11.- so much so that he has
some Ghanaians believe was
"'Sbmeone tasting his food for
deliberately planned.
barn to make sure it is not poiA short time later, Nkrumah
soned. His aunt cooks all his
fired Maj. Gen. Temple Alexdlifood and Nkrumah makes cerander of Britain, whom he had
tain no one has poisoned it bekept as army commander, defore he eats it.
spite radical criticism because
Nkrumah has had sleepless
of his fears of a coup d'etat
since several bomb atThe command was passed. or
tempts have been made on his
to a non-political Ashanti.
We, knowing the determination
Stephen Otu.
of his enemies to kill him. For
While Nkrumah's disappearKWAISIE NKRUMAH
his part, he has been fighting
fire with fire and has done be expected to rule, if assisted nomic and ideological — and ance from the African scene
everything possible to immo- by leaders in other -.-Jalks of the political unification of Af- probably would be discreetly
most western
From the London newspaper. "News Of The World."
bilize and exile his enemies. life. Ghana has more respected rice. For today we must each welcomed in
British governthe
countries.
Africa
of
part
see
as
citizens
ourselves
elder
competent
and
of
Unfortunately, the death
enrolled Sonny Liston!"
just
Sheriff,
somebody's
"Hey,
demise,
his
would
ment
regret
ailfkrumah is what some of his than any other West African in order that we may face colonialist - imperialism and its but on the principle that who
-„foes, the intellectuals and ede. nation.
But the new government new form, neo-colonialism, on would follow in Nkrumah's
faceted, want least of all, even
wake is unpredictable, and
though
they oppose the "Re. could possibly flounder in a the continent wide front."
,
Nkrumah calls attention to might prove more embarrassing
eleemer" as he is known. While matter of weeks.
the Redeemer.
'they would welcome a change
In retrospect, the prospects the broader responsibilities of than
:In government, assassination is for Ghana in the absence of Africa when he writes, "Let us The Commonwealth relations
not the way, they feel, because Nkrumah are not favorable. De- tell the colonialists and neo- office fears that Nkrumah's
anarchy could very well replace spite all of the opposition to colonialists that moderate or downfall might signal riots and
the government of "The Re- him, the facts are that he does radical, militant or reasonable, lead to a weakness of authorrepresent a powerful force in Africa is Africa, one and indi- ity.
deemer."
African as well as Ghana life. visible. It is not their business to One thing of Ghana is virUSING DOUBLE
He has become a symbol to categorize our attributes. That tually certain: a dead Nkrumah
of
men
Some
these
in high
to would be a dead force in
places, including top army of- many Africans, and while his is for our African masses a
are not do, and they will do it in
Ghanaian politics, just as LuAnother Negro complains erly Lake of Wake Forest, who how would he fare? Could he
ficers, would do almost any- dictatorial methods,
spells unity and mumba became a forgotten (Special to the Defender) about the lack of uniform pol- ran against him in the Demo- get a room? Could he do busithing to prevent a coup, but liked by the West, they are the manner that
DURHAM, N.C.— Unlike
govern- not division."
symbol in the Congo.
new
mark
most
of
restau- cratic gubernatorial primary in ness? People are not just used
yet they are hopeful that some
it s Southern sister-state, icy at Howard Johnson
In some respects the threat
rants, each under a separate 1860. Lake polled 275,905 votes to seeing Negro traveling busiway can be found to replace ments.
be
North
to
Carolina
in
seems
coup
Army
possible
a
of
Nkruleader,
As a political
nessmen, to seeing Negroes in
franchise, thus, with policies - 77,000 less than Sanford.
Nkrumah.
integrating many of its set by local owners.
doubt. Ghana, while remote, is not Catch Early Worm
JOBS IMPORTANT
hotels and restaurants.
Speculation has also been mah has his faults no
he also has many virtues, impossible. It would represent
public facilities in a non- "You see one and you want
The governor's press secre- "Put yourself in the Negro's
raised that Nkrumah's public But
— (UPI) — violent fashion.
YORK
NEW
Ne•
a
in
politics
in
departure
a
push
persistent
says:
a
Jones
them
"lf
Graham
place. You can't go looking for
to go in with your family," tary,
appearances are being made by among
into the future, a kind of Pan- gro nation in Africa, something This is the time to catch the
Although a lot of segrega- he stated. "Then you stop and you get out too far in front of a job if you haven't got a place
a double since recent photonore in keeping with the Arab larvae that turn to moths and tion remains, many hotels, res- think, 'Is this one that will the people, they'll clobber you. to stay or a place to eat. When
graphs taken at public functions African spirit.
His thinking along these lines states.
ruin your winter woolens. taurants and even local gov- serve us or will we get thrown Besides, North Carolina is a a person's freedom of movedo not look like him.
an article Ghana appears to be the only When the larvae have hatched ernment and private employ- out?' It doesn't mean anything state which has made some ment is restricted, it cuts down
Evidence of Nkrumah's deep can be summed up in
his access to jobs," he concluders have integrated before
progress.
which he has written for an black African republic whose
fears is shown by his recent
into moths, it's too late. The demonstrations could get off unless all of them are open." "When someone here says, ed.
publication, army is capable of playing a
Where motels will accommoscuttling of a bill which would American Negro
the ground.
Freedomways, in which he political role. Virtually every damage has been done.
date Negroes, they will not al- 'Let's go slow' it's different Only in major cities like
have made him president for
Look for those "harmless" Moratoriums have stalled low them to use the swimming from someone saying that in Charlotte, Winston-Salem, RaGhanaian officer has seen servlife — a measure making asses- calls upon all of Africa to join
leigh, Greensboro and here,
Alabama or Mississippi."
for the liberation of the con- ice in the Congo and the ex- pieces of fluff between the integrationist demonstrations pools.
eination the only way of instiperience opened many eyes. seams and behind linings, sug- while negotiators quietly, A Sanford restaurant own. Gov. Sanford personally be- where downtown lunch mune
tinent.
tuting a new government.
Nkrumah says, "The enemy The Congo proved that any
unannounced to the en, Harold Makepeace, has heves that opening up jobs for ters and travel terminals were
gests Jan Hansum. vice presi- sometimes
...1'Some observers say the time is imperialism, which uses as
public have tumbled racial flatly refused to serve Negroes, Negroes is much more impor- desegregated over a year ago,
kind of men with guns can
;-hlu come to anticipate the pos- its weapons colonialism and bring a nation to its knees. And dent of Kent of London. He
barriers.
declaring that he doesn't want tent that desegregating public have some leading stores em!Ole violent death, arrest or neo-colonialism. Let us be very Ghanaian officers might reason advises a thorough brushing
ployed a few Negro sales clerks.
accommodations. He states:
One of the first Southern their business and will conarxile of the Osagyefo (Nkru- clear
Summing up the state's ra"This is such a minor thing
about this. Let us also that a properly, trained and with a fine, well-made brush. states to integrate its schools tinue to refuse it.
Wrnah's official title, meaning not lose sight of the real objecfor the Negro race. I think it cial situation, an integrationist
our
feel
within
"We
we're
he
Supreme
historical
the
larvae
after
for
disciplined force like Ghana's When looking
-"The Redeemer") and plan for
would be foolish to put undue has called it a period of subtle
tive which is the liquidation of
suggested examining clothes Court decision, North Carolina rights of serving or refusing emphasis on it — for me or change, which is both encouragthe future.
colonialism and imperialism in could take over power.
to serve whoever we choose.
in
councilmen
Negro
has
now
ing and frustrating to Negroes.
• What will happen if the coun- all its forms — political, eco'
More than a year ago Brig. inside out—particularly seams, eight cities.
This is a private business on CORE or anyone else."
:try is redeemed of The Re- —
But a member of the Presiproperty. we're not
private
FRAT TAKES NEGRO
,deemer?
going to integrate until we're dent's Committee on Equal Job Grounded Menus
Two Negro doctors have forced to by the law," he stat- Opportunities, John Wheeler,
WHO WILL BE FIRST
NEW YORK — (UPI)
been admitted to the medical ed.
links low job opportunities for Diners at a new restaurant
This also raises other quessociety in Charlotte.
public
segregated
to
Negroes
AIDE
HODGES
here eat like airlines passim
Awns. Who wants to see NkruA law fraternity at Duke
Makepeace was an execu- facilities.
gers without getting off the
,.rin#h "get his six feet" (of earth)
its
broken
just
has
university
Gov.
former
to
assistant
tive
ACCESS
TO
JOBS
ground. Food for the motel ma,aa Ghanaians put it? Who will
affiliation with its parent or- Luther H. Hodges, the current
Wheeler declared: "Accessi- taurant, near LaGuardia Air•tidte over? What kind of govganization to accept a Negro Secretary of Commerce. He bility to a job depends on free port, is prepared by a catering
-lefinment will the nation have?
member.
operates Howard Johnson res- access to housing. Negroes are organization that serves 13
• Ig Ghana's stability in the balSeveral, though not all, taurants in Raleigh and Dur- restricted. They don't have major foreign and domestic
;Alsace? What would the reaction
When she made her Met de- of Mississippi, which is, a real
NEW YORK—Opera star
airlines operating out of New
g other governments to Nkrufreedom of movement,
"11 Trovatore," hot state where my ancestors Howard Johnson's roadside ham.
Price plans to re- but in Verdi'smonopolized the
,Males downfall? Would current Leontyne
were not so high on the social restaurants will serve Negro His restaurants were two of "Put a Negro on the road; York and Boston. The menu
her success
turn to her home town of front page of the Laurel Lead- scale," Miss Price said last year patrons.
the Howard Johnson estabAfrican politics be affected?
The Jack Tar, one of this lishments hit by mass demonThere are several groups Laurel, Miss., in January er - Call. She was born in Lau- in recalling her friendship with
city's leading hotels, has regis- strations this summer. Nearly
that desire Nkrumah's elimina- to give a benefit concert rel in 1927 to James and Kate the Chisholms.
"Well, that hasn't got a cot- tered Negroes with advance 100 arrests resulted from the
tion: militant groups of re- before a non-segregated audi- Price.
Charlotte,
gessed tribes such as the Ewe ence.
Laurel, like all other towns ton-pickin' thing to do with it. registrations, and served an demonstrations at
and here.
Regarded as one of the fore- in the south, is a community There wasn't anything in the interracial couple in its dining Raleigh, Statesville
the Ashanti; the beatenDuring August, Gov. Terry
wn urban masses of the Ga most sopranos in the history of segregation. Some pro-segre- world Mrs. Chisholm wouldn't room.
Sanford's representatives arwho claim to be betrayed of the Metropolitan Opera, Miss gationist Southerners have have done for me. She was my Two Negro lawyers stopping
between
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia — Africa is primarily to help
the "revolution," and per- Price was the first Negro to pointed to Miss Price's success friend first and my benefactress in Greensboro were given bitrated a meeting prominent
Negro leaders and
(UPI) — The United States' Africans maintain internal see
gps the Nkrurnah youth, who sing at that famed site since as proof that the caste system second, whatever I turned out lodgings at the Holiday Inn.
whites, seeking to break the largest military aid program curity.
to be . . ."
eel that the Redeemer has lost Marian Anderson's debut in is not necessarily bad.
Much of the credit for these deadlocked situation.
Security is given consider•ttids magic.
1955. She is the first of the Ne- If any story can typify the Critics have praised Miss break-throughs belongs to the The integratiomsts called off in Africa is helping build the
forces of Emperor Haile Se- able importance in Ethiopia.
in the U. S. and "freedom highways" campaign
.• 'But the most virulent seek- gro race to ever open A season good will that can exist be- Price both
the demonstrations while Gov. lassie I.
Defense and internal security
ing his death are simply those there. Her Laurel, Miss., ap- tween white and Negro in a abroad, including the highly conducted this past summer by Sanford's men informally tried
These Ethiopian forces have spending accounts for about 34
.who could be classified as the pearance will mark the second southern community, it is that critical audience at Milan's La the Congress of Racial Equal- behind-the-scenes desegregaproven their fighting ability in per cent of the total budget of
Scala opera house. After she ity and the NAACP.
opposition, those who would anniversary of her Met debut. of Leontyne Price.
tion tactics. When their ef- supporting
Nations' the Imperial Ethiopian GovUnited
sung in Verdi's "Aida" there
' like power for themselves as She will give the concert on
When she was a child she
one
GET RESULTS
after
futile,
forts proved
collective security action in ernment, compared with 12
cried "Brava,
well as those who disagree with Jan. 27 in the auditorium of a became the friend of Jean and the audience
end
to
e
h
t
scheduled
Originally
and one-half months,
Korea and the Congo, and per cent for education and 1
Leonessa."
:the strong hand which Nkru- Negro high school. The money Peggy Chisholm, daughters of
Miss Price will sing in per- Sept. 1, the program brought demonstrations were resumed. their loyalty to the Emperor in Per cent on agriculture.
.seah has used against the oppo- will go to St. Paul Methodist Alexander Chisholm, a promiadon.
still
are
legal
its
They
that
success
such
crushing a palace revolt in GOOD INVESTMENT
church where she sang in the nent banker. It was this family formances of "Aida" during visor, Floyd McKissick of
-sition.
In addition to the large conBUSINESS
EFFECT
NO
December, 1980.
the
at
opening
week's
next
piano.
the
played
that eventually helped to send
Who will succeed Nkrumah choir and
Durham, said it will continue. In some desegregated faciliEvidence of U. S. military tingent of U. S. military adMet.
Laurel, about 185 miles south Miss Price to the Julliard
if assassins can get to him?
He explained, "We've de- ties, managers report rarely aid, said to total between $40 visers here, there are personShe refuses to talk about the
of Oxford, the scene of rioting School of Music in New York.
"RESPECTED LEADERS
situation and cided to continue it because more than a handful of Ne- million and $70 million since nel from Sweden, Norway and
Meredith
James
enrolled
James Meredith
some
• ," In the rush for power, which when University of Mississippi, NOT SO AMAZING
whether it will have any effect we felt we are getting
groes each month, and no ap- 1953, can be seen in the ve- Israel.
at the
results and there was a lot preciable affect to their vol- hicles and arms of Ethiopia's U.S. officials consider their
"Everyone finds it so amaz- on her concert in Laurel.
- -t-ould be a bloodly affair, the
more that needed to be done." ume of business.
army and the ships of its navy, military assistance to Ethiopia
flAtirmy probably would come out has regarded her triumphs ing that two families should
Even before the campaign
including a reconverted sea- a good investment in security
love each other in the middle
'the winner. Staff officers could with unabashed pride.
was
gain
financial
largest
The
Cleric's Hint Brings Rain began,
some hotels and resplane tender outfitted as a forces of the noncorruntutist
GEORGETOWN, Tex.— taurants had voluntarily de- reported by a white manager training ship and flagship at a world.
He
named.
be
who
to
declined
Brown
of
Lively
Rev.
—
(UPI)
segregated. The calmness
Brig. Gen. John J. Tolson,
cost of $3 million.
said the community's dry their action was cited by state said: "We've probably increased To one of the chief critics of chief of the U.S. military agweather might be because leaders as the best example our convention business by the U. S. aid program in Ethi- sistance advisory group here,
church members hadn't been of a moderate, quiet approach about 25 per cent by taking in opia, U. S. Rep. Otto rassman, said the Ethiopians are among
Negroes along with groups."
"paying the preacher" and to racial problems.
the flagship is a "luxury float- the staunchest supporters of
But, he added, he believes ing palace for Haile Selassie." the United Nations and have
urged them to drop more in
this
in
desegregation
But
trade would To the Ethiopians, the vessel an outstanding military record.
the collection plate.
state has not gone without that his white
The next Tuesday it rained. complaints, from Negroes as decrease if it became widely is a mothership around which
In a sense, the United States
known that the hotel accepts it is building a navy which in- considers such aid as the flagIt also rained Wednesday and well as segregationists.
Negroes.
Thursday. On Friday lightning A Charlotte Negro dentist,
cludes four U.S. patrol craft ship for the Emperor is payNEW YORK — "Until a buttress of the Negro students who sympathized with the struck the church steeple.
While Gov. Sanford refuses provided for Red Sea use.
ment of rent on the U.S. minReginald Hawkins, said he
of the struggle for integration, after
target
Dr.
primary
a
and
Lit1957
in
- ptember day
has often gone to some hotels the challenge of Negro leaders Much of the U.S. aid is con- munications relay facility in
the mobs had dispersed and
segregationists.
Rock
Little
e Rock was a quiet, unWills $5,600 To Dog
with integrated organizations. to speak out, he does ask that centrated on equipping Ethi- Asmara.
The narrative then turns to the troops were recalled.
Astinguished Southern the days prior to the opening There are the grim details BIRMINGHAM, England — "But that isn't what we want," "people of good will" work out opia's four divisions, including The facility, known as Kegthe 1st Division, which is the new Station, forms a vital link
Aiity, noted principally as of school in September 1957 — of what the Negro students en- Wealthy dog-lover Mrs. Wini- he complained. "What we their differences.
.aeinig the capital of Arkansas the excitement of the nine Ne- dured in the halls of Central fred Thornton willed $5,800 to want is to go there without a Sanford's position sterns Emperor's bodyguard division. in the global communications
of the U. S °Army and
and for having won several gro students selected to begin high school, a record of eco- her 4-year-old Pomeranian dog, white person and still be ac- from the adverse political in- U.S. officials contend their network
fluence of segregationist I. Bev- military assistance program in Navy.
cepted."
national awards for being one the integration, their prepara- nomic pressure against the Mandy-Lou.
of the cleanest cities of its tion, the satisfaction of the white persons who lent their
size. Then suddenly it became Little Rock Negro community help to the Negroes a n d
a term heard around the at the specific progress made. against the families of the stu. world, a milestone like Lex- Then, in detail, Mrs. Bates dents, of how the newspaper
ington and Concord in man's recites the succession of moves Mr. and Mrs. Bates owned was
- lpng struggle for freedom and taken by state officials, led by forced out of business, why
of few tens of thousands of years, from Home erectus to Hone ology. and social anthropology:
Asstice."
Governor Orval E. Faubus, white persons who helped the (Special to the Defender) at the University Museum
he re-examined the rules of the
and the author of after the appearance of Homo sapiens.
' i Thus Daisy Bates opens her that was climaxed in the pro- Negroes are today no longer
NEW YORK — How did Philadelphia,
Rather, it is most probable formation of species, of the
"The Seven Caves," and "The sapiens. But Dr. Coon, in the
„ tchronicle of Little Rock and hibition of the Negroes from living in Little Rock — and a race start?
of
rafts
five
the
Story of Man," has written first course of his researches, un- that each of
composition of populations. of
ii the events that unfolded as the school and then the inter- disclosure that repeated apWhen did human species detailed history of the evolu- covered startling evidence in- Homo erectus had to pass the
of mating, and of geosystems
e nine Negro students prepared vention of federal troops call- peals to the city, state and,
this
from
had
threshold
they
critical
start separating into dif- tion of the five races of man. dicating that, in fact,
tI to enter the all-white Central ed in by President Eisenhow- finally federal government for
down on the time more brutal to a more sapient graphical adaptation at differfar
separated
scientific
vast
a
He
presents
physical
In
and
colors
ferent
continued
against
protection
ii High school in Little Rock. er.
synthesis a new theory of the scale, long before Homo sapiens state in the course of its own ent ecological levels; he studthreats of physical violence characteristics?
1 This story is told in her new RELATES STATE MOVES
ied the records of paleontology
origin of sub-species, or races, appeared and at least as early independent evolution.
and
races
of
of
evolution
telling
The
destruction
most
and
the
actual
perhaps
But
of
Shadow
book, "The Long
What forces, in the case of and surveyed the relics and arhow they began is the subject in the same manner in which as the time of the first Homo
,-.4sittle Rock," being published chapters of "The Long Shadow property went unheeded.
each evolving race, came to the tifacts of a hundred millennia.
study by anthropology Charles Darwin, in 1859, pre- erectus.
i by David McKay Company. of Little Rock," are those that The "long shadow" of Little of a new
Moreover, Dr. Coon discov- fore in molding the plastic pri- In proving his general theS Coon, sented his theory of the origin
Daisy Bates introduces "The chronicle the little-publicized Rock cast itself round the professor Carleton
ory, Or. Coon has produced a
ered, each of the five races had mate, man?
Long Shadow of Little Rock" events in the lives of the Ne- world and now as Daisy Bates' whose findings are in a new of species.
followed a separate and paral- To answer this most funda- history in which science serves
by, first recalling something of gro participants in the Little book is published, five years book published by Alfred A. Hitherto, it had generally
been held that the five races lel course of el/elution from mental question, Dr. CeWn drew only as a set of tools ter reconA own childhood and certain Rock ikhool crisis, and the after Little Rock and against Knopf this week.
that time forth. Mankind there- on the resources of zockrogra- structing the pethwaya a tor
ex •nts that guided her toward lives of 'the white members of the background of Oxford. Coon, curator of ethnclogy of man became differentiated
and professor of anthropology only vary recently, in the last fore diel not evolve as a species pky, primate behavior, physi- man evelutIon.
th goal she was to play as the Little Rock community Mississippi.

Desegregation Moves Slowly
But Surely In North Carolina
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Non-Segregated Miss. Audience
To Hear Leontyne Price Concert
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Ethiopia Army Seen
Good Investment For U.S.

do

Daisy Bates Tells Little Rock
.Story Five Years After

Prof Probes Into Question, 'How Did Race Start?'
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.I Sylvia Anne Washington Becomes
I

"Spokes For The Wheel"
Is Critical Of Negro •
Leadership And Ministry

Bride Of Charles L. McCoy During
Wedding At Bethel Church,Oct.14

I
I
o
I Bethel AME church was the sleeves.
at 6 Sunday evening, skirt of
I setting
Oct. 14, for

The terrace length
silk had an overskirt
the wedding of Miss fashioned in deep handkerSylvia Anne Washington and chief points. Her veil of misty
t Charles Lafayette McCoy. The English illusion was held in
I:
bride is the daughter 9f Mr. place with a small hat of silk
• and
1
Mrs. Willie Mac Washing- petals accented with crystal
ton of 1333 Niese st. Mrs. Ber- cut tear drops. Her bouquet
tha Jones is mother of the was a cascade of white carnabridegroom.
tions. Her jewelry was a
Officiating was Rev. James strand of pearls with matching
1,11101
autPir
L. Gleese. Music was by Miss earrings.
DINNER PARTY
Marion Harri s, treasurer; Mattie L Holmes, organist. The bride's maid of honor
--Brightening the prevailing James M. Greene, business Soloist was Miss Deloise Ann was Miss Earnestine
Anderovercast weather of last Sat- manager; Turner Gilmore, as- Driver.
son. Bridesmaids were Miss
urday night, was THE SIKHS' sistant business manager; J. The bride was given in mar- Cheryl Tucker and Miss
Carrie
annual dinner party and in- B. Clark, chaplain; Pedro Sua- riage by her father.
Blake. They wore emerald
srallation of new officers, held rez, sergeant at arms.
She was attired in a dress of green peau de soie dresses
at Fuller Park clubhouse. The Guests at
this delighful din- white organza, designed by with draped skirts and matchposh black tie affair featured ner party
were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris. The bodice had ing headpieces Their flowers
a dinner to delight the most Turner
Gilmore, Mr. and Mrs. a bateau neckline and brief were pink carnations.
critical food connoisseur, and Marion
Harris, Mr. and Mrs.
The flower girls were Debhad an authentic Indian Sikh Nathaniel Jackson,
Mr. and the social festivities . . . and bie Lynn Washington, sister
in the person of DR. HAR- Mrs. James
M. Greene, Mr. the other was the fact that her of the bride and Enid Faye
BANS SINGH;professor of ed.. and Mrs.
Pedro Suarez, Mr. parents surprised her with an Walton, cousin of the bride.
ucation at LeMoyne college, and Mrs.
Charles Champion, unexpected new coat-beauti- The bride's brother, James
the guest speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Clarke and ful white wool with a white Allen Washington was best
This social event was also Howard Robinson.
fox collar-which on "Jean- man.
an educational delight, as the NEW
nie" must have looked ravish- Groomsmen were Carl Smith
CO-ETTES
much sought after Dr. Singh
ing.
and Eddie Ray Ellis. Ushers
discussed his, personal knowl- The Memphis Chapter of Co- BROADWAY
were Sheridan Washington,
edge of the 500 year old Sikh Elle Club, Inc. honored their EXTRAVAGANZA
brother of the bride, Rick
religion, the most recent of new members with a recepAlpha Eta Zeta chapter of Johnson and Mack Ernest
the world's great religions, tion Sunday, October 21, at 5
Bennett.
which combined some of the o'clock in the evening, in the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority will
Treatri"Broadway
A reception followed at the
present
Faculty
Lounge
of
Brownlee
laest of each. Explaining that
home of the bride's parents.
iirtenets are dedicated to ded- Hall on LeMoyne College cal Extravaganza" of New
York on November 16, at Assisting were Mrs. Mariah
Won of service to humani- campuo.
Golliday, aunt of the bride and
ts%. stressing equality and the The charming sub-debs who Bruce Hall, LeMoyne college.
Mrs. Lydia Bennett.
Motherhood of all humans, in- were welcomed into the Co- The variety programme is
Mrs. Washington received in
eluding women-so contrary Elle• fold are MAE OLIVIA patterned in the manner of
will
shows,
and
an imported silk turquoise
to prevailing Indian custom, BYAS, daughter of Dr. and favorite TV
featured
parts
best
dress with a beaded bodice
aLri d another counteracting Mrs. James S. Byes; ANGELA bring the
produc- and Mrs. Jones chose a pink
dlitication, the eradication of FLOWERS, daughter of Mr. of New York stage
faexcerpts
from
and
tions
organdy.
the caste system and age-old and Mrs. Charles Flowers;
CARITA HARRISON, daugh- mous operas.
The bride is a recent gradustiperstititions.
Clyde Turner, director and ate of Hamilton high school.
ter
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
symwears
the
Singh
'Dr.
scenes
selected
s
soloist,
h
a
Wits of the Sikhs, the tuiban H a rriso n, AVAR HURD, from "Porgy and Bess," "West The groom is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington high
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leand a ring.
MR. And MRS. C. L. McCOY
on Hurd; WANDRA JOHN- Side Story," "Finian's Rain- school.
.THE SIKHS, a group of SON, daughter
Stars"
and
the
in
"Lost
bow,"
Among the many relatives Alex Jones, Miss
of
Mr.
and
Mamie 0.
the
employed
at
men who are
and friends attending were:
Mrs. Jerry C. Johnson; PRIS- others.
Wilkerson, Mrs. Willie D.
available from
U.S. Postoffice, annually honor CILLA MARR, daughter
are
Tickets
Miss
Geraldine
Yancey,
Mrs.
of
Spears, Irvin Keith.
their wives and sweethearts Mrs. Aaron
Hosea C. Bridges, Miss Helen
Marr; TWYLA Zeta members.
And Miss Bettie Duncan,
In la manner grande . . . and MILES, daughter of Mrs.
DANCE
Butts,
HARVEST
Rev.
Nathaniel
WilC.
this, their first event of the Goff Miles; JULIE SAVILLE, The night that Fisk univer- liams, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Miss Sandra Alexander, Mrs.
Leslie Alexander,
season was a masterpiece of daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mary
Al- sity plays Lane college here, Conley. Mrs. Edward Cox, Mr. C. Gulledge, HenryMrs.
Mitchell,
brilliant planning and deco- fonso
F. S a vill e; VEDA Friday, November 2, gradu- and Mrs. Moses Smith, Mr. Mr. and
Mrs.
A.
ration.
C.
Brown,
REEVES, daughter of Mrs. ate AKA's have slated a gala a n d Mrs. Edward Smith,
;Beginning with a cham- Vera Johnson; BRENDA ANN Harvest Dance at Currie's Charles Conley, Mrs. Martha Mrs. Birdie Reynolds, Mrs.
Stevie L. James, Mrs. Joanna
the
interlude,
cocktail
pagne
The Alpine Neighborhood
SAWYER. daughter of Mrs. Club Tropicana, where under- Stovall, Mrs. Zola Bell, Mrs.
gourmet dinner was served at 0. S. Sawyer and the late Mr. grads, and young and not-so- Olia. Johnson, Mrs. O'Neal. Driver, Miss Pat Gleese, Miss club held its meeting recently
Judy
Gleese,
Miss
snowy
Deborah
with
table
a banquet
at the home of Mrs. Lurlie
Sawyer; LYNNE MILLICENT young grads will have much Mrs. Cloria Edwards, Mr. and
white damask centered with a ULEN, daughter of Mrs. M. fun 'mid rustic decorations of Mrs. Jasper Jones, Mr. and Gleese, Mrs. Arizona Hill, Mr. Dent at 191 Greenlaw at.
and
Mrs.
Jim
Gaines,
Sammie
ribsatin
green
of
Mrs.
Edward
band
Stevenson, Mrs.
wide
Iles Ulen; and JACQUELYN the harvest season which will
After a short business sesbon. Triple-branched sterling YOUNG, daughter of Mr. and also be the post-Halloween Gladys J. Fitzgerald, Miss Rel- Gleese, Mrs. Lera Shed, Clif- sion the
club members were
ford Normant, Miss Charlotte
McNeil.
zie
candlelabra with green tapers Mrs. Samuel Shaw.
weekend. AKA's have tickets
served a turkey dinner.
Starks.
casting a soft glow on a for- They joined other Co-Ette available to all friends . . . And Mrs. Louise McMickPlans for future meetings
dal centerpiece of yellow, members, Carolyn Brandon, and the stubs of those tickets ens, Miss Carolyn Hollings- Also Miss Veralyn Jefferson, were
discussed by the group.
orange and russet chrysanthe- Myrna Williams, Elice Reece, will be pooled for the draw- worth. Mrs. Marie Cole, Mr. Mrs. Hattie Felton, Mr. and
The
mums and gladiola highlight- Linda Hargraves, Sallye June ing of a lucky number, the and Mrs. Lawrence Rawlings, Mrs. Cassie Franklin, Clarence Nov. next meeting will be
12,
at the home of Mrs.
ed' the individual place set- Bowman, Maudette Brownlee, owner recipient of which re- Mr. and Mrs. Herman P. Mar- Morgan, Mrs. Joseuh C. Wal- T.
H. Hayes, 680 S. Laudertings of beautiful china, crys- Beverly Hooks, Roger House, ceives a $25 U.S. Savings tell, Mrs. James L. Gleese, ton, Mrs. Earnestine Merri- dale. At
this meeting sewing
tal a n d silver, each place Lydia Campbell, Sandra Tay- Bond. One does not have to be Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Scott, Mr. weather, Miss Virginia Walker, and
art will be engaged in by
and Mrs. Booker T. Johnson, Miss Pat Merriweather, Mrs.
marked for the ladies with lor, Ann Burford, Phoebe present to win.
Mrs. Eva Gulledge, Miss Bes- Mary Julia Conley, Miss Jewel club members for the purpose
green tinted carnations. The Weaver and Ricki McGraw.
Members of Alpha Kappa sie Mitchell, Mrs. Lula
helping needy families.
Jeffer- Gentry, Miss Nellie McCoy, of Mrs.
course dinner included shrimp HOWARD HOMECOMING
Alpha sorority, active or inMartha Bolden became
Mrs. Zettie Winfrey, Leon
cocktail, a delicious tossed
When Howard University's active, are not eligible to win son, Mrs. Bessie M. Duncan,
Miss Annie Sue Morgan, Miss Bennett, Miss Gracie L. Con- a member of the club.
salad, sparkling burgundy, sue- football team met Fisk Uni- the bond.
The persident of"Vet4letti Is
Lottie Coran, Mr. and Mrs. ley.
ctilent strip sirloins, almon- versity on the gridiron in the
Mrs. Pauline D. Toney.
dine' green beans, petite pota- Nation's capital a fortnight ago,
tQes and onions, bombe glace the occasion was also Howard's
Mandarin, denii tasse, and homeooming. Doubtless no
cieme de menthe. Truly a Howard co-ed was more thrilltreat for mythical and mortal ed, or prettier than Marilyn
likes RICELAND RICE?
gods.
Harris, daughter of Mr. and
Everyone. Riceland is the brand that cooks
Following the dinner, Dr. Mrs. Marion Harris. There
Singh installed and charged were two very good reasons
perfectly every time •• each grin fluffy,:
the following new officers: why the weekend was speseparatei tender. Try failure -proof
Thaddeus Horne, president; cial . . . -one being that HerCharles Champion, vice presi- man (Art) Gilliams, son of Mr.
RICELAND RICE... please?
dent; Nathaniel Jackson, sec- and Mrs. Herman Gilliam,
Meaty Main Dish for Two
retary; Howard Robinson, as- came down from Yale UniReady in 30 Minutes
sistant secretary; Harold Wil- versity at New Haven, Conn.,
This Riceland Rice Skillet
son, corresponding secretary; to escort her to the game and
Gumbo, served with only a
salad and hot bread, makes a
wonderful quick meal for two.
No leftovers ... no waste.

Ig
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BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

SPOKES FOR THE WHEEL,
Apparently, the irritating
by Robert Deal Broadus. "rub" in
"Spokes For The
Kingsman Press, 222 Wood- Wheel," so
far as Negro readland ave., Columbus 3, Ohio. ers are concerned,
is not its
(Price: $3.50).
message, which is undeniably
This is perhaps one of the timely, but rather
the brutal
most controversial novels ev- frankness with
which it treats
er written by a Negro author. of the
Negro leadership, inMany of its readers complain cluding the ministry.
that, while it is truthful of a
Those persons, who have not
major problem confronting
read this novel as yet, will he
the Negro group, the light in
going far amiss to allow hearwhich it casts the group's
say about it to dissuade them
leadership is objectionable.
from reading it, for its themea.,
"Spokes For The Wheel" is
an impressive story, peopled is factual and its message in
by true-to-life characters. But timely. The story it tells is
it is highly critical of the Ne- highly entertaining and ends
gro leadership and thereupon on a note that leaves
the
centers the storm of contro- misty. Even if "Spokes eyes
For
versy about it. Were its treat- The Wheel" carried
no worthment of the leadership less while message, its absorbing
frank and outright, doubtless story merits a place for
it on
its emergence upon the liter- the book shelf of every Amerary horizon would have been ican home-O'Wendell Shaw.
minus the blaze of controversy it has elicited since its appearance several months ago.
This novel draws its theme
Usk... Board, Dearenees.
Mother of Church.
from the over-all economic
Nurses, Missionary,
problem confronting the race,
Prayer Bond
and contends that the race's
Nylon, Dacron, Cohen,
advancement toward the soluPoplin, Sixes 5 to 52
tion of this problem is unLong,Short and 3/e Sleeves
reasonably slow. The book arBANNS Itle omits
gues that there is much to
AAR OltiSkILATIMIS
be done toward curing the
lowest Prices Available
group of its economic ills WINE FOR FREE CATALOG $17
a fact which no thinking Negro can, or probably would SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 11 St., ILE. 77 Alabama St., S.W.
Washington
deny.
Atissts 3. Georgie

FRESH, WHILE USING

ker.

452 Walker Ave.

Pu

BEAUTY SHOP
A Complete Beauty Service
Expert Hair Styling
Permanent

Tinting

Individual Styling
tic. Operators

BARBER SHOP
A Complete Service
4 Barbers

R /dill

it".11

Manicurist
Children's Hair Cuts
We Do All Style's

IONIA'S PORO
748 WILLIAMS AVE

Beauty Shop & School
COMPETENT CLASSES
IN
HAIR STYLING

Specializing
IN
HAIR TINTING

Permanents
WAVING
SCALP TREATMENT

.-fre.

01110110k,
7/

..f ?AIN's OWN ED ..
Li
t\

MEM PHIS °

YOU NIFVER•
-PAY MORE . .

OFTEN LESS

BLAKEFAIRCHILD

323 No. CLEVELAND

2 Blocks South of Sears•Cresstown
Where evrtry customer becomes
a

USE OUR LAYAWAY!
A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLDANY ITEM

.

6 Ft. ALUMINUM
-.)0A3
. v..i TREE..,,„,..,,
.....40..;
c..,..

AR lii

Color Wheel

".

-'- AMAZING \
ETCH-A-SKETCH

Reg.

BR 4-5220

WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE OUR CARS
AND PRICES!
'60 CAD.

SAVE $$$

.'59 PONT.'
$2795

$1977

"T
Star Mel 4 -dr., poarr nig. aad
Arks.. factory air rood. (deeming black beauty'.

'57 CAD...„ pm $1577
Sedan Iloullk. Alf czadtiliee
equipment Including tartars air
toad. Bias* with Wtdia Rath

'61 CIIEV.`"
S211$

r'" $1999
Sport Cpa. V4 with straight
stick. Solid white with red in•
Peeler. Real sharp Alonphis cat.

'61 RAMB v;„

$1888-

SPECIAL
1'BIRD

f lassie io.ton,
Ran. raptIse sir 0a
chromn rare. etc., 5.0 r•....
Mona/ wagon.

SALE!

'61 FOR" ;7:„ ..$1566

1960 CONVERTIBLE

solid anise Z-dr.
Stif. oilS
,td. tram.. Big basins here on
prire sod operation.

Was $2595

Now $2477

1959 HARDTOP

'60 FORD m„ now $1488

Was $2295.. Now $2188

startler, 2-dr. If.T , auto. trans.,
passer slot
-ring end brakes, w.•••
Ilrrs, et. NO, end priced be..
lose thr nuerkel.

'61 FALC sos

$1488 '57 FORD we

51111
2.1kusr( reanumff. if
I% minaall. A low niers,"
SlInlPhl4
ear.

$844

(°entry Isrden Mr•••. ,
‘PiPP•
Std. trans. "W. "Aril, Haft,
tires and rector, •Ir.

CLOSING OUT
ALL 1956 AND
OLDER MODEL
CADILLACS,
LINCOLNS,
FORDS. NASHS,
PONTIAC, ETC.
Mak• Offer, A.d We Will
Tote The Notes On )ctost.

'56 CHEV

745 new

NOW

"." $2.88

Irl•nd

WAS

"m.t.:,•
•, .14
. •
\

Two Blocks South
of Sears-Crosstown

S1.00 to $4.98

Tudor ElisctrIc Football Gamst .....

6.98

9.915
5.00

Mattel's! LIG Detector Corns

•

•

NOW
88e ,0S2.97
53.68
3.68
,
1
4.97
..
5.97
3.68

DOLLS! DOLLS! DOLLS! Discount Prices
WAS
Dart Game
Badminton

Stir
Bride Dell and
Troorimou

BLAKE FAIRCHILD
323 No. CLEVELAND

Cyclone

Mattel'• Casper Talking Ghost

Gilbert Train Set
E..icto. So

"We Guarantee You The Very
Best Confidential Financin "

NOW

W AS

$17.98 1 7.77
29.98
15.55
34.95 21.;':
19.98 24.;';

Po"
Ranger
Big Boy

$5.00
5.00

Scrabble.

Slake PAlreAltd

NOW

$8.88

Rifle.

COME PM

(i. Sadler

i

Compare At
$14.98

WAS

Tea S•r•
mort•i's Dick Tracy Power JO
moff.,i'. Wioch•stor BIN.

Rohn Baker
EA Rea/I

• ';

FAMOUS MAKE
WONDER
SPRING HORSES

NOW

10" Trleyel• ...512.98 $ 8.88
12" Tricycle ... 14.98 10.08
16" Tricycle ... 16.98 II.;':
Wagon
2.98 2.10
Wagon
4.98 2.97
Fire Chlef's Car . 16.91 11.88

$81/

Wet Air 4-dr. SIT.. auto., V.A.
A4H, ohltr wane and Ahem In
1.11.k end Ohltr, lloder•• spalel

•

BEALE at HERNANDO - 209 BEALE

Print! Write! Draw!
To erase -turn upside down

rdramIng black 4-dr. Hi'. All
pruser and air and extra Mr,
like n.w Premlum ••.W., tires.

WH 6 9130

•

Rowell

14;v

Riceland Iticit•

NICER USED CARS

.
a

.....

ROWELL - 1439 Ragan
0 & S - 1552 Wilson
CHARMEL's - 324 Hernando

METHOD:

Perry's Beauty and Barber Shop

Dr

RUBY'S BATH REFRESHER
con be purchased at th• fel
iewioy Beuuty Shops.

I

1. Combine all ingredients excent rice in heavy skillet. Bring
to boil. Cover and simmer 10
minutes. 2. Stir in rice. Replace
lid, simmer about 20 minutes
or until rice is tender. Serves 2.

of

pa

GIRLS FROM NINE TO NINE I Y
CAN KEEP LOVE( Y ANC)

INGREDIENTS:

Do,h of pepper
cup uncooked

in

RUBY'S BA1H REFRESHER
If you are interested in looking extra ,noney for your social
club, church, or uny organization, you con sell the BATH
REFRESHER on
50-S0
basis. This IS a good product.
You son make money for your
urgani Lotion us well us yourself.

1.1 Choice with Homemakers...

cup diced cooked harn
(or conned luncheon meal)
ih cup chopped green pepper
/
1
4 cup chopped onion
Y., pound okra, sectioned
1 cup canned tomatoes
V, cup wat•r

NI

RUBY'S Bath Refresher
I he Ali of lionwl

"WI(I)

LL MIL

a

UNIFORMS

Alpine Club Is
Entertained By
Mrs. Lurlie Dent

17FOREST

2414

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, It&

NNNNN •INIO11;•1111111MINS•1141Nom,

S

NOW

,
II

5.00 3.58
4.00 251
21.50 9.97
10.98 717 - .

5 TUBE RADIO
dlink

1 liaof
, lb,

•
111 W ‘
..

BR 4-5220

.

1

3.98 $222
5.99 3.9R

,I 17-4t6
•

r
• •

9

$8.88

ABOVE PRICES AT PANTAZE, 209 BEALE
AND ALL OTHER PANTAZE DRUG STORES
1

Ito
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Sugarmon Will
Give Critique
On Government

BABY
lievt41 that on Halloween
Last Wednesday, October ghosts, spirits, fairies, witches,
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
17th, Dr. Stork left a bundle and elves came out to harm
Joy for Barbara and Joe people. They built large bon- ir., will be guest speaker when
fires
to
scare
such
creatures
the Interdenominational Mintkins. The bundle — Pamela
o — a beautiful baby girl away. From these Druidic be- isters' Alliance of Memphis
liefs
and
Ind
customs
comes
the
Shelby County meets on
,nwho weighed in at 8 lb.. 5
'le pz. Our heartiest congratula- modern use of witches and Monday, Oct. 29, at the Abe
'
l rtions are extended to the ghosts in Halloween festivi- Scharff YMCA at 11 a.m.
His topic will be "A Critioue
-btaroud, new parents and may ties.
giiyour little darling bring greatHalloween did not begin of Memphis and Shelby Coun711r joy each day!
in the United States until aft- ty Government — Present and
• • •
er 1840, when large numbers Future."
Sal
Officers of the Alliance,
As we approach the dwind- of Irish migrated here.
elected at a recent meeting,
It
is
a
time
of
many
parties
ling days of October, kids evare Revs. John C. Mickle,
erywhere are looking -forward for -rownups and children. president: Elmer M Martin,
There
are
special
games
which
to the 31st—Halloween. Its
vice president: Henry L.
ame means "hallowed" or ho- are played at Halloween: ap- Starks, secretary: O. B. Boothe,
ple
harmless
bobbing,
pranks
mily evening, because it comes
assistant secretary; James M.
the day before All Saints' Day. and telling fortunes and ghost Lawson, coreapondine secrestories.
The Church had celebrated
tary, and W. E. Ragsdale,
-'sAll Saints' Day in the 600's, PREPARE 'TREATS'
treasurer.
4.,,.9but not on November 1. In
All ministers of Memphis
In order to prevent pranks
IPAnodern times, Halloween is which are not so harmless, we and Shelby County are invited.
at celebrated with pranks and are urging our readers to pre„,parties, and with customs that pare now with "treats" for
"kre a mixture of many beliefs. tricksters — get out the paras: The Druids, an order of -els of assorted goodies and
Icjiniests in ancient Gaul and small change and give each
-13ritain, had an autumn festi- one the same amount (or
71'Yal. They called their celebra- else!). Here's a treat for the
--ifion "Samhain" (SAH-win) or tricksters: CARNIVAL POP"summer's end."
CORN BALLS.
Miss Ricki Jean McGraw,
' It was an occasion for feast- (1) In the top of a double who was recently crowned
ing on all kinds of food which boiler melt, while stirring, 36 "Miss Bertrand" for this school
Ziad been grown during the vanilla caramels with 3 table- term. said she could not have
'Summer. Our modern customs spoons water. (2) In a big possibly won without the supe decorating for Halloween bowl, using a fork, gently mix port of her many contributors.
parties with pumpkins, leaves, cups popped corn, with the She said, "I appreciate the
6
and oornstalks come from the
melted caramels. (3) Wet your contributions of my many
Druids. The Druids also be- hands and shape mixture into friends."
medium sized balls. Roll each The queen is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McGraw
in shredded coconut, multi-colEssex st.
ored sugar candies, chocolate of 288 W.
I, 1111'S
"jimmies" or finely chopped
walnuts. (4) Insert wooden
I.1:111) SII kl)ES
skewers deep into balls and
I her 5000
tie with black and orange
ribbons. Makes abuot 12 pop
Lam p..liadt..
Mr. and Mrs. William Clark
corn balls.
amI
Turner of Nashville, Tenn.,
• • •
this week announced the enLamp Repairs
Lakeview gagement of their daughter,
NEWCOMERS:
Gardens welcomes to its en- Miss Lana Jean Turner to
The
virons this week, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vincent Covington,
Wilford Gholson, Jr. and Mr. son of Mrs. Jessie Lancaster
and Mr. Jimmy J. Covington.
1787 Union• Ph,,,. BR 6.0329
and Mrs. Troy Jackson. Both
The bride-elect is a senior at
couples reside on Washburn. Fisk university and attended
Whittier college at Whittier,
Calif., earlier this year as an
exchange student from Fisk.
DELIVERY
She is a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority.,
Covington attended Fisk and
SERVICE
is currently a member of the
Indianapolis Warriors football
team in Indianapolis, Ind.
DISAPThe wedding will take place
in December.

y
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Fisk Senior To
Be December Bride

LAMPLIGHTER

lk101
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31)
Ct.
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17
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'I Couldn't Have Won
With Their Support'
Says Miss Bertrand

POINTING?
Make

Call

CAN YOU USE

Yourself Happy!

ORIOLE DRUGS
FAST, FREI, CITY

For

WIDE

DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
,'wHitte MISS 1/55 YOU
REY PRIIIIRINHAL
. SERVICE"
•

DELTA'S BIG WEEKEND — The board of director, of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority had a full weekend in the nation's capital when the group was in
Washington, D. C., last week for an annual session. It was highlighted by
a report from its African Study Group and a visit to the plush Shoreham
hotel to ser Miss Lena Horne, a Delta soror, sing. A luncheon for the grout)
was given at the Statler-Hilton hotel with the Coca-Cola company of Atlanta
as host. At top left, Moss H. Kendrix, Washington l'It man and whose
firm represents Coca-Cola, is seen with from left, Mrs. Ruth Micheaux, president of Delta's graduate chapter in Washington: Dr. Jeanne Noble, national
president; New York: and Miss Joyce Brown, chapter president at Howard

university: Miss Horne is seen, second from left, in right photo as she
entertains Delta's top leaders in Shoreham hotel suite. From left with MIU
Horne are Mrs. Gwendolyn Higginbotham. Bluefield, W. Va.: Dr. Noble
and Kendrix. Center photo shows Dr. Grace Howell. left. Department
Health, Education and Welfare, chatting with Dr. Geraldine Woods, Driteir.
first national vice president, and Mrs. ',cola K. Williams both of Los Angeles.,
In bottom panel, center left, Delta executive director, greets luncheon guests
Mrs. Louise Olympic), left and Mrs. Agatha Attiogbe, 1,ome, Togo. West
Africa, while Kendrix serves visiting ladles at right. Mrs. Olympio is minister
of social Affairs in Togo. Delta sorority had a delegation of 43 person to shift
Africa during the past summer.

•

Ala. Plans Militia To Stop School Integration

ister, declined to identify the
five students—three boys and
two girls.
It was presuued they woulff
try to register for the spring,
semester which begins Feb.
1963, two weeks after Wallace assumes office.
He pledged in his campaign,
for the governorship to go to
jail rather than permit school:
integration while he is in office.'

MONTGOMERY, Ala.- in discuss ways of combatting are the only Southern states The five Negroes selected to
announced "all-out assault" where school integration .at kiny file for admission this year are
(UPI) —Incoming Gov. George an
now attending Negro colleges
on school segregation and vol level is nonexistent.
WH 8-9255
Phones: WH 2-1721
C Wallace and his aides met or. discrimination in this Deep SCENE OF RIOTS
in Alabama, King said. They
would not have to file suit in
South stronghold.
"We've been expecting* tbis,"
because the order
The meeting touched on the a source close to Wallace said federal court
which admitted Miss Lucy, who
subject of forming a state mili- of King's announcement,'
tia to prevent desciregation at- "There's no doubt there will has since married and resides
tempts restoring order in thr be a militia. That's been said in Texas. still stands.
event of racial trouble.
all along."
King, an Atlanta Baptist minThe Rev. Martin Luther King, A militia would be under the
4
Jr., president of the Southern command of the governor.
Christian Leadership Confer State officials have dismissed
ence announced last Friday five any thought of using National
Negroes "within a few days" Guard troops in an integration
would file for admission to the crisis because they could be
University of Alabama. Ile also federalized by a presidential de
promised a drive to double She cree, as they were Sept. 30 in
number of registered Negro the University of Mississippi
voters "before the year is out." disorders.
Alabama and South Carolina
Wallace has not commented
ROSALIE
SCOTT
on King's announcement.
I HOME SE RVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
The university at Tuscaloosa
—J
was the scene of three days of
riots in 1956 when Autherine Don't wait a minute longer—treat your family to a de.
Lucy was admitted under a licious pumpkin pie today. This old favorite is extra
Federal court order. She was delicious and creamy-smooth when made with Carnation
expelled in less than a week by Evaporated Milk. Carnation is country-fresh whole milk
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
the school's board of Trustees,
that's had ½ the water removed. Its concentrated creami.
EMBARRASSED
which charged her wan issuing ness works wonders in cooking and baking. Once you've
Peat Exterminating Co. statements
critical of the uni tried it, you'll never be without several cans on the shelf.
o. Z. Ev•rs
EA 7-6033
as es idence! Carnation isthe healthy family
versity.
The six healthy children of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus L. Dukes stand
15;
•
bodies! Left to right: Glenrose,
milk, with e.rtra Vitamin D for sound teeth and straight, sturdy
•
Mrs. Dukes; Christopher, 8; and Carl, 12.
Olivia, 17; Mr. Dukes holding cute little Cary. 2; Clifford, 10;

-

CARNATION

COOKING HINTS

wJgza

TERMITES ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

"Carnation puts the sunshine in their smiles"
•

"Every one of my children started on Carnation-and
stayed on Carnation!" declares their remarkable young
mother, Mrs. Rufus Dukes. Both Mr. and Mrs. Dukes
are still in their 30's and already have a lifetime of achievements behind them.
Rufus Dukes is manager of a leading auto agency in
•
Chicago. He served with the United States Air Force after
attending college. The Dukes are developing a 280 acre
farm on which they have built a spacious country home
and are completing a luxurious surnmer.winter resort.

Their family was featured as "Family of the Month"
in a recent issue of Cart Magazine.
"The main thing in a family this size is to be sure they
all get plenty of the right nourishment. If the children
are healthy, everything else will take care of itself," Mrs.
Dukes believes. "Carnation is our favorite milk for everything-drinking, cereals, coffee, cooking. You should see
what it does for my meat loaf!" (See recipe below.) Even
when you add an equal amount of water, Carnation is
richer than sweet, whole milk.'
•_U.S. Deptot Agnculture Handbook 48. Composition of Foods

7

recipe:
CARNATION'S STAY-MOIST MEAT LOAF
Always juicy—never crumbles

"The Doctor recommended Carnation for Cary, and of
course we kept him on Carnation after formula days."
Mrs. Dukes explains. It's the milk every doctor knows

2A cup(small can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
11
/
2 pounds ground beef
/
1
2cup fine cracker meal
1 egg
/
1
2cup chopped onion
1 teaspoon garlic salt
/
1
2teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
Mix ingredients together. Place in loaf
pan. Bake in moderate oven (375^s.)
about 50 minutes. Let stand on a wire
rack about 10 minutes before removing
to serving platter. (Makes6 medium ser,M(s,

0

0•••••••••••••••••••••••••ii
•
•
LEARN TO DRIVE •
•
IF YOU HAVE ANY
•
•
•
▪
•

TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE

ra
•

TENN, STATE
COM DRIVING SCHOOL

•

BR, 6-4121

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

111

SPECIAL

SOFA BED UPHOLSTERED 53995
Our Work Is Guaranteed'.
CARNATION PUMPKIN PIE
9-irteh single-crust pie)
% teaspoon salt
1 cup sugar
11
/
2 teaspoons ctnnamon 2 eggs
11
/
4 cups pumpkin
/
1
2 teaspoon cloves
1% cups (large con) undiluted
% teaspoon allspice
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
1/a teaspoon nutmeg
9-inch single-crust unisaked pie shell
/
1
2 teaspoon ginger

South Memphis Furniture Co.
-from Contented(-owe"

Ph WH 8 6445
1214 Mississippi
For Information Call For Eddie

Blend sugar, spices and salt together. Add eggs, pumpkin and
Carnation. Mix well. Pour into unhaked pie shell. Bake In hot overt
(425' 3'.) 15 minutes. Reduce to moderate heat (350' F.) and COREA
tinue baking about 40 minutes or until knife inserted in pie :aware,
cOmes out clean. Cool.
•11
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!Christian Methodist Church Moves
General Board Of Education Here

:
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, l96*

Largos Featured
At LeMoyne
Thursday

Opportunities For Negroes In
Federal Jobs On Increase

Lay Catholics Seek
To Eradicate Bias

SAT

WASHINGTON, D. C. —
The Postal Field Service
Opportunities for Negroes its showed similar rates of inA big dance and jamboree,
The General -Board of Chris- Mrs. Jessye T. Moore, secre- I Dr. Coleman said: "I like
Federal government employ- crease: 20.1 per cent in grades featuring the Largos and Mel(i5
tian Education of the Chris- tary; Rev. P. L. Bailey, as- Memphis. I'm impressed with
An • organization dedicated
2. Providing some MUDS I?;
ment have improved sharply PFS-5 through PFS-11 and 54. lo-Notes,
,- :Ilan Methodist Episcopal sistant secretary; Rev. E. A. its progress. We feel we can
will be held in
during the last year, Vice Pres 5 per cent in grades P3'S-12 Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne to the task of desegregating Catholics in the South wlgo
Church has located its head- Wadlowe, Rev B. S. Gregg, render service to those who
those Catholic facilities not
ident Lyndon B. Johnson through PFS-18.
college campus this Thursday open to all Catholics is spon- are active in race relations tc
etiarters in Memphis, an- Bunyan Jacob, Rev. E. T. are interested in all phases of
nounces the general secretary Brown, Rev. W. A. Price and religious education. Our facil- chairman of the President's "It should be emphasized night, Oct. 25, starting at 9. soring a service to groups of keep in touch with each other
Commmittee on Equal Em- that these changes in the em- The evening of entertainment
3. Giving consultation, orgaOf the board, Rev. C. D. Cole- Rev. N. Charles Thomas.
ities will be accessible to evployment Opportunity, report ployment picture do not re- is being sponsored by the col- laymen who wish to erase the nizing help and service to al.
- roan.
The annual budget is ap- erybody."
remaining racial barriers withed
this
week.
flect special privileges for Ne- lege's Pre-Alumni club in an
men of good will.
The board is located in a proximately $350,000, of which
He had lived in Memphis
in the church.
The Vice President released groes but rather are the re- effort to raise funds for the
one-story building, formerly a most of it is allotted to schools. three years while still retain4. Encouraging the cooperaIt
is
the
National
Catholic
-ult
of
insistence by President United Negro College Fund
:Medical clinic at 850 S. Well- Before the board establish- ing his office in Chicago.
employment figures compiled
tion of all religious groups tc
Conference
for
Interracial
JusKennedy,
the
Committee
and
campaign which gets underin a June, 1962 suryty of 88
•ington at. It houses a reception ed headquarters here in Memwork for a society just to all.
tice with headquarters in Chi-room where is displayed the phis about a month ago, headgovernment agencies employ- the agencies themselves that way here next month.
The New Orleans field servcago.
employees
be
hired,
promoted
selling
Several
coeds
are
jatest literature in Christian quarters were maintained in
ing 2,226,807 workers in the
The organization has a ice staff is working w it
tickets
to
the
dance
in
adand
upgraded
on
the
basis
of
($1
education as well as a libra- Chicago about 20 years.
continental United States (exSouthern Field staff that has church institutions and layry, which Is open to any percite/Mg Alaska and Hawaii merit," the Vice President de- vance and $1.10 at the door) been
quitely at work in New men in each of the Southern
in
young
lady
turning
and
the
clared.
son interested, regardless as
and averss
i
, employment)
Orleans, Atlanta and other states. As a result of its work
of
money
largest
amount
the
"We
are
a
long
way
from
to their religious belief.
The report r vealed that, since
some 200 Negro pupils have
will be named "Miss UNCF" of Southern cities.
'Dr. Coleman said that a BiFinal rites for Charles S. a similar su, ey in 1961, total full achievement of the goal
Other objectives of the Con- entered formerly all-white
will
reLeMoype
college.
She
employment
opporof
equal
ble Course and a course in
Bodye, biology teacher at Ma- Federal employment has inschools in cities and in a nutnference are:
Christian education will be
nassas High school, were held creased 29,244) or (1.3 per cent), tunity in the Federal govern- ceive a trip to New York City 1. Lending the influence of ber of rural towns.
• taught at the headquarters
last Tuesday night at St. An- while Negro employment in- ment, but this report shows in February where she will ap- Catholic institutions and CathRaymond M. Hilliard is
with coeds
about twice a year. He added,
drew AME church with the creased 10,270 or (3.6 per cent). remarkable progress in the pear in a pageant
olic citizens to movements for chairman of the organizatioo,
:"We have about 5,000 names
pastor, Rev. Elmer E. Martin, Total Negro employment in short space of one year. The from 31 other colleges and uni- interracial justice in the civic and Dr. John LaFarge honogc.
versities.
on our mailing list, used in
the agencies is 292,838 or (13.6 President's Committee will
Two more entered the "King delivering the eulogy.
ary chaplain.
Miss Lizzie Patterson, a community.
Aertding out literature."
steadily
push
continue
to
Mr.
Bodye
died
at
Kennedy
per
cent)
compared
with 282,and Queen" contest of the anThe headquarters is also nual Blues Bowl games which VA hospital on Friday, Aug. 19 566 or (12.9 per cent) a year ahead on this program and, senior and outgoing "Miss UNequipped for "offset" printing. is scheduled to be played Nov after a short illness. He was ago.
with the support and coopera- CF," is president of the PreIt has a varitype machine with 22 at Melrose stadium.
merit Alumni club. Other officers are
43.
The most significant fact re- tion of the agencies,
fd 'tyke-faces. All of the Chris- The last entries for the conNews of his death came as a
throughout
gov- Miss Goldie Parks, vice presiemployment
vealed in the survey, Vice
tiali Sducational material used test are Miss Mary Mitchell, shock to the Manassas High
not dent; Miss Varnella Logan, secthe
rule,
LeMoyne college's third an- by foreman and do such jobsjas
will
be
ernment
retary, and Floyd Weakley. nual Work Day is scheduled raking leaves, painting, washin the denomination's 25,000 626 Pontotoc ave., who is a school community where he President Johnson pointed out the exception."
is the sharp increase in the
'tsithurches in the United States student at Owen college; and had served in the sicence defor Friday, Oct. 26. Students, ing windows and walls and
number of Negroes in the mid- NEW SURVEY
*find Africa is processed here. Oliver Ingram, a 1959 graduate oartment.
faculty members and adminis- collecting trash. One of the
made for
was
survey
The
dle
and upper brackets of Clastrative
It is handled by the editorial of Hamilton who attended Principal Louis B. Hobson
officers
participate. major jobs this time will be
on
Committee
President's
the
division, which produces the Tennessee State A&I univer- said, "He was an excellent sification Act employees, a rate Equal Employment OpportuniThe event is sponsored by the moving magazines from the
of
increase
more than four
manuscript from material sent sity for three years.
teacher, very dependable and
Student Council a n d Miss old library to the new libraty by the Civil Service Comby the various churches. The The 24th annual Blues Bowl well-liked. He was one person times the overall rate.
Elizabeth Ann Lacy, a senior ry building.
mission. It covered 1,050,129
The
executive
body
of
the of 56 W. Waldorf, is serving
printing is done at the church's game, in memory of the late who had a kind word for "More than half of the step- classified employees, 564,807
All participants will be gigCity-wide Student Librarian's
up in jobs for Negroes is in
printing house in Jackson, W. C. Handy, will be a benefit everyone."
en free lunches.
wage board employees, 576,- Association met at Manassas as chairman.
Mr. Bodye was graduated positions of GS-5 and above," 121 Postal Field Service emTeem
Work Day was inaugurated
for Christmas Funds for needy
Heading the editorial de- families. George W. Lee, grand from Booker T. Washington he emphasized. "This is a ployees, and 35,550 employees High school Oct. 15, with Nor- at the suggestion of LeMayne's
ma
Jean
Taylor,
president
prepresident, Dr. Hollis F. Price,
partment is William R. John- commissioner of education for High school in 1937. He served sound demonstration that the in other categories.
siding.
who felt that too many stuson. W., who presently has the the Elk Lodge, said attempts in both Europe and the South government is setting its own
Vice President Johnson exPlans
were
made
for
a
prodents were forgetting how to
tat'of associate editor and are being made to bring the Pacific during World War II house in order in reaching plained that the statistics in
gram
for
the
City-wide
Stuand
was
discharged
with
the
work
with their hands.
The Willing Workers club
dicKlior of youth work. A Tennessee State A&I univertoward the goal of equal em- the current survey are "not
dent Librarian's Association
Working with Miss Lacy on olan to present "Whirlwind In
of Lane College, sity band here for the classic rank of staff sergeant.
ployment opportunity with- strictly comparable" to the
during Children's Bonk Week, the Work Day commttiee are Fashions" Sunday, Oct. 28, at
Allmon, Tenn., in 1957, he which is sponsored by the LeMOYNE GRAD
out regard to race, creed, color 1961 survey figures since overduring
meeting
Children's Thomas Saulsberry, Willie 4:30 p.m., at the Vollentine
As a veteran he completed or national origin."
completed his high school ca- Beale Street Elks.
seas employees were included Book Week, Nov. 11 - 17. The Brown, Robert Johnson and Baptist church, 1135 Vollegi
his
college
work
at
LeMoyne
,
reer in Petersburg, Fla., where
At the time of the second in the first survey but have theme
James Howard Meredith, a
Children's
for
Book Miss Countess Johnson.
tine st. Mrs. Ruby Strong lip
his father, Rev,. -.William R. student at Ole Miss in Oxford, college and bcame a member survey, Negroes held 28.986
the
reported
in
Week
yet
been
is
"I
Like
Books."
This
not
Students and faculty work the commentator and Mrs. AlJohnson Sr., was holding a Miss., had been nominated to of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. jobs in the classiiied services
.heme will also be the theme together in teams supervised lene C. McGuire, directress:
survey.
pastorate. The junior Johnson receive a scholarship from the He began his teaching career at grades GS-5 through GS-11 new
For
enscovered
the
meeting
on
Nov.
15,
at
survey
also
The
obtained a masters of arts de- Grand Elks Lodge, announced at Grant Elementary school (salaries of $4.315 to $9,640.).
p'oyment of the Spanish - 1 p.m.. in Manassas High
gree at Columbia university in Lee, who is general chairman and was later transferred to an increase of 4,481 or 18.2
speaking and workers of Ori- school library.
New York. On Sept. 15 be had of the Blues Bowl game. Frank Manassas.
oer cent over a year ago. The ental descent in areas of the
The feature of this program PLUMBING & HEATING FIXTURES-- Parts New and Used
Suroivors include his wife,
worked for the board two T. Scott, deputy grand eyalted
TERMS AVAILABLE
t tal number of jobs in this country where they comprise will be a talk on books which
OPEN 7 A.M. to 6 P.M.
•
Mrs.
Carlee
Bodye,
2047
Waryears.
ruler: and Maurice Hulbert,
category increased only 4 per a sizeable minority of the will be made by a librarian
ren,
a
member
of
the
Magnolia
PLUMBING
AND
BOARD MEMBERS
grind registrar of Beauty and
cent.
HEATING COMPANY
population, but statistics on from the Memphis public Li.Johnson is the oldest of six Talent, are vice chairmen. Mrs. Elementary school faculty; his
In
grades
GS-12
through
brary.
have not yet been
-Mina of Rev. and Mrs. Johnson Mamie Hulbert has been nam- mother, Mrs. Gertrude Bodye, GS-I8 ($8,955 to $18,500), the these groups
982 Jackson Ave.
CONTRACTORS
JA 7-2618
who are presently residents of ed the financial secretary for 726 S. Parkway, and a sister, number of Negroes increased processed.
M6ntgomery, Ala. Rev. John- the King and Queen contest. Mrs. Erma Beardon, 909 Bull- by 343 to 1,380, a rate of inBowles
"MEN AT LAST
is the pastor of First CME The steering committee for ington.
DAR-ES-SALAAM, TanganActive pallbearers w er e crease of 33.1 per cent comChurch there.
the classic are meeting every
pared with an increase in the yika — (UPI) — President
IT'S HERE"
Atty.
B.
F.
Jones,
Lawrence
• Young Johnson is presently Wednesday at 8 p.m. at the
total number of such jobs of Kennedy's special adviser on
Thousond.. oi men nrirl woman toliving at 4921 Horne Lake rd., Beale Street Elks. Refresh- Lee, James A. Barber, 0. T. only 7.8 per cent.
day feel ynuno iind poppy up ro
Peoples, John Johnson and
African. Asian and Latin
the home of Rev. and Mrs. ments are served every meetIn the lower grades, GS-1 American Affairs, Chester 7. That Oren, rundown and wank
ing. At the last meeting Frank John J. Taylor.
G. D. Coleman.
feeling,
may only ne for the need
Interment was in National through GS-4, Negro employ- Bowles, flew to the island of of n
supplement. Try RUMOTEX,
:The General Board of Chris- Scott and William Thomas enment
icreased
by
1,768
or
2.8
cemetery.
R.
S.
Lewis
and
Zanzibar
for
a
one-day
visit.
a PHYSICIAN'S FORMULA today.
tian Education is charged with tertained the committee.
Sons Funeral home was in per cent (compared with a
Money • back if not satisfied after
the responsibility of creating The contest is still open to charge of arrangements.
total
increase
3
bottles. Only 55.00 for n ?week
of
1.6
per
cent).
and editing all manuscripts participants.
supply. C.O.D. Ch•ck or money
THE BIG "61"
for the CME—which includes
order.
Whether your plans call
Sunday School books and other
Phone 523-1274-Welcomes You
THE RUMOTEX
such literature.
for
large parties, or a
STEAKS - CHOPS - CHICKEN
:The Board is also responsiCO.
AND SEAFOOD
highof
supervision
739 Fast I ISth Street
delightful evening
ble for the
OUR SPECIALTY
60 LBS. MEAT ORDER
Editors at the 'Fri-State DeBox 704, New Yorlr,29, N.Y.
sir education. Five senior colM. Mends, Prop.-255£ W.IIin9ton
superfender
found
themselves
ansits
under
for two:
leges come
(Net Weight) U.S.D.A. Graded Choice
vision. They are: Lane col- wering the questions last
Consist of:
le g e in Jackson, Tenn., of Thursday.
Stopping in to interview
Which C. A. Kirkendall is
ALL FOR ONLY
ROASTS
CHOICE
LBS.
•30
president; Paine college in the writers were three sixth
Augusta, Ga., E. Clayton Cal- graders from the Leath Ele- •20 LBS. CHOICE STEAKS
houn, president; Texas college mentary school, who were do•10 LBS. GROUND BEEF
in Tyler, Texas, R. L. Potts, ing an assignment for their
teacher, Miss Beverly Smith.
president;
It will be our pleasure to assist you in selection
col
• Mississippi Industrial
of your party beverages.
Why not CHARGE IT? We want new CHARGE ACCOUNTS.
lege, Holly Springs, Miss., E.
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALS
S. Rankins II, president; and
A combination of
Birmingham,
•
Save Up To 40 ,
NO DOWN PAYMENT. 4 Months to Pay.
Miles college in
A SPECIAL ELECTION WILL BE HELD ON THE 6th DAY
• No Down Payment
Ala., L. H. Pitts, president—
•Up to 24 Months to Pay
Only 1% Interest Per Month.
the Phillips School of
OF NOVEMBER, 1962, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
"r he o 1 og y-Interdenomi- FREE ESTIMATE, Materials
Meats.
Inspected
PROVISIONS OF ACT 6-3709 (CODE 2-1808) TO
Other
U.S.
Many
Ga.,
Atlanta,
Shown
In
Your
in
Home
Center
national
MAY BE CHOSEN FOR ONE CASE,
DETERMINE THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
Of which M. L. Darnell is diESTOILE'S
?Sector.
of
AND PURCHASED AT
directors
of
Board
UPHOLSTERY
• The
ihe General Board of ChrisNorth of Poplar
SR
6-3655
CLEVELAND
2563
Poplar
N.
200
tian Education include: BishPh FA 7-0744
ep B. Julian Smith of the first
episcopal district, president;
Rev. G. C. Jay, vice president;

Two More Enter
'Blues Bowl'
King-Queen Test

Final Riles For
Charles S. Bodye
At St. Andrew

It Is Work Day At LeMoyne

Library Week To Be
3elebrated Nov. 11.11

To Present 'Whirl
Wind In Fashions'

naduate

BROWN 8, EPSTEIN

"THE FALL
SEASON IS THE
SOCIAL SEASON"

Students Stop By
TSB For 'Facts'

FREEZER OWNER SPECIAL
$3950

AT

NOTICE TO VOTERS
of

MEMPHIS &SHELBY COUNTY, TENN.
Hereby Take Notice..

BEALE& HERNANDO

SCOTCH-BOURBON
GIN /A VODKA

RAMONIMeatMarket

FOR CONSOLIDATION

AGAINST CONSOLIDATION

HAVE
LOOK

HOLIDAY
BROCADES
Beautiful Selections for
Your After Five Formals
SALE $198
Value Up To 5400 Per Yd.
Material For
AFTER FIVE FORMALS
DRAPERIES
BEDSPREADS

OF MEMPHIS & SHELBY COUNTY, TENN.

QUALITY LIQUOR'S

SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSION
S. Nelson Castle, Chairman
Lester H. Brenner, Secretary
George B. (Pat) Joyner, Member

CORNER BEALE & HERNANDO

ALL MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY
AT

408 NO. CLEVELAND

OAKLEY

Cooling
Hooting
Rehigoration

I

MEMPHIS
COMFORT AIR COMPANY. INC.
FACTORY CERTIFIED

1 I

• HOSPITAL INSURANCE
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• RETIREMENT INCOME PLANS
• EDUCATIONAL POLICIES

• MONTHLY PREMIUMS
ST

• SPECIAL LIFE POLICIES FOR
PROFESSIONAL MEN AND WOMEN

ASSETS OVER
$31,000,000
Mr. Earl B. Dickerson • President
Mr. Roscoe Partee - Local Mgr.
Mrs. Gladys Greenwood - Cashier

656 Vance Ave. - PHO JA 6-4845 • Memphis, Tenn.
;,

C.

• MORTGAGE FUNDS
• MORTGAGE PROTECT/ON
POLICIES
• PARTNERSHIP INSURANCE
COVERAGE

• WEEKLY PREMIUMS
• INSURANCE AND
MORTGAGE COUNSELLING

41)

/MIa WhitI ir SC/ it'CS

ti A 1/1

• WHOLE LIFE POLICIES
AT ATTRACTIVE RATES
• ANNUAL. SEMI-ANNUAL,
and QUARTERLY PREMIUMS

OAKLEY FORD
13R 2-3431

P. FA 4-3882 or FA 7-4400

LIFE

All Models Including NO. Tlirds

INS UNION

iktte

tile

1101111‘ Office - Chicago 53. III.

CHRYSLER

For Solos, Service, or any Hooting Problem whether
forced eir.stream•hot water, or any other oil or gas hooting equipment.
toed ptompt, efficient sorvic•
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FREE: 1,225 PRIZES
1
WORTH '200,000 Including
35 NEW FORDS!
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All-Star Faculty Set For
1962 A&T Coaching Clinic
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11ACATION MUMS
Oddly the Hamilton Prep Lea-'. The 1982 World Series could gue entry doesn't kick for its
go down in history as one that points after touchdowns. The
the Players a short only other field goal kicked
Ireeation with pay bemuse of in scholastic competition came
five days going by without In an out of league game with
• any 'activity. Finally, after the Merry High of Jackson, Tenn.
Idevaatating storm blew over, Charles Hendricks booted the
-the seventh and final game fielder for Douglass.
714ts unreeled at swamp-like Lester, with victories over
'Candlestick Park in San Fran- Corry, 25 - 0, and Douglass,
"ctsco. In that heart stopper 13-13, and Melrose with wins
'Vighthander Ralph Terry held over Hamilton, 31-0, and Porthe aces, hanging a 1-0 ter, 7-0, are currently tied for
winter nightmare on the cut the junior high league lead.
"to size Giants. It was the 20th Douglass has posted 19-0-shut.itif these type fall classics in out over Corry.
Which the Yankees have ta. The stork has crept into the
homes of two prep coaches
s-Then the top money.
Traditionally a Yankee play- and football official Joseph
er, everything on, is under Atkins. Bob Crawford, (Car- BULLDOGS AND DADS — The Fisk University
euarterbaek. On bas.s row, aim order are John W. Smith,
Bulldogs
the showers after a victorious ver), and Atkins, received the treated their fathers to a 25 to 6 romp over the PhilanderNashville; Ulysses Lac), Huntsville, Ala.; Rather Johnson,
blessings
of
Bill
girls.
Little
Marshall
Series.
year.
Smith College Panthers when the two teams tangled at
Nashville; David Wilk', uncle of Shannon, Nashville; Dr.
.Bridges, former Memphis Red (Douglass), has a future head their first meeting of the season. and the
proud fathers
James It. Lawson, chairman of Fisk Board of Athletic ConSox performer, was chosen for of the household.
Posed with their sons after the gamer Players, from left.
trol; Dr. R. M. Haskins, Dayton, Ohio; Dr. s. 0. Banks,
/The $12,000 bath. Quite a pay- Bus Thompson, head basket- are James Smith, halfback; William
Lacy. guard; Errol
Nashville, and Rooaeveit Hancock, Memphis. 'Gunter'.
off for the lefthanded relief ace ball coach and atriletic direc- Johnson halfback; Leon Shannon, center; Richard Deakins.
Studio I
who will pick up a check for tor at Fisk University in Nash- center; Gordon Banks, halfback, and Roosevelt Hancock.
seven days of labor almost ville, was in town over the
enough to pay a Negro Ameri- weekend drumming up pubcan League team for a season. licity for the Bulldogs' Nov.
3rd struggle at Melrose StaLESTER BOUNCES BACK
The Lester Lions showed no dium with Lane college. Last
ill effects from their upset week Fisk downed Howard, The prep league football week's cliff hanger with Ham- ington, have won two in a row laerial circus
because of the
its arch rival, 16-12, to spoil
loss to,danasses, throwing up
championship fight has deve/- i/ton.
in a convincing manner despite throwing potential of Douga baffling defense to down the the Washington, D. C. team's
real
logjam
;with
a
•-)Ped into
Carvor.Cobras, 6-0. The shift- homecoming. The margin of Lester being knocked froM the The Manassas attack has suf- having to rally to beat Mel- lass with quarterback Walter
ing Lester defense didn't al. victory came on two point con- previously unbeaten list last fered because of inexperience rose. Carver had their game Winfrey on the firing line.
with
Memphian
low swift Raymond Jones, versions,
week by Manassas. The upset at quarterback where rookie with Father Bertrand last Sat-LEAGUE STANDINGS
:Carver's leading ground gain- Charles Lee running the last leaves the league with no un- Wesley Mitchell has been urday night postponed when it Team
W L Pet.
one.
wag decided by W. 0. "Barney" Douglass
3 I .750
er, much running room. Carbeaten elevens with half of the in on every offensive play. The
3 I .750
ver did manage a few thrusts When LeMoyne opens its eight team circuit sporting once feared Tigers passing Butler and the schools' princi- Washington
2 I .607
oalward but the drives lack- basketball season, absent from only one loss.
game doesn't cause opponents pals that the quagmirish Mel- Lester
2 1 667
ed the momentum to dent the the lineup will be last year's Booker T. Washington's nar- to shiver, thus Manassas de- rose turf caused by late show- Carver
top point producer David
ers was not in playable con- Bertrand
2 2 .500
Lester end zone.
row 33-32 triumph over Ham- pends heavily on the running
2 :3 .400
Carver played a creditable Gaines. Gaines has been ruled ilton pulled the Warriors into talents of a bevy of promising dition. The game will be work- Hamilton
2 '3 .400
defensive game also, however, ineligibis for the first sem- a first place deadlock with hacks that could explode on ed into the schedule at a later Manassas
Melrose
0 5 .000
the elusive Charles Wright ester by SIAC Commissioner. idle Douglass. Both teams any given series. The latter data
Idle last week Douglass is SCORING LEADERS
was able to maneuver on his B. T. Harvey. Gaines, a senior have identical 31 records. Fri- was exemplified in the lightTD pat T
pet option play to put the from Detroit, may play in the day night at Melrose stadium ning like bolts by Joe Mabon favored to upend last place Player - School
nine
games carded for the
9 5 59
and Frank Dilworth that ate Melrose, but the Red Devils Reed, 0., BTW
Lions within striking distance.
imporan
Warriors
have
the
second
semester. To add to the
From the three, the senior
tant scrap with their tradition- up 60 yards in two carries for should be kept pretty busy Jones, Ray, Carver 4 1 25
woes
of
the
with
Magician's mentor
the pass minded Golden Heath, G., Carver
4 0 24
the touchdown that stunned
quarterback carried the ball
Jerry Johnson, three other al crosstown rivals, the Ma- Lester. Manassas has two vet- Wildcats expected to fill the Alexander, L., Carver 3 2 20
ove for the game's only score
nassas Tigers.
lettermen
air
with
will
they
when
colpasses
not be fielded
Wright,.C., Lester
3 0 18
eran back in halfback Sam
in the second period. An aiding
by LeMoyne for various rea- One of the season's largest McDowell and fullback James lide Thursday night in Mel- Arnold, J., Bertrand 3 0 18
the runner penalty nullified a sons.
crowds is expected to witness Walker. Walker has been hob- rose stadium. The game could Jones, P., Douglass 3 0 18
fourth quarter Lester TD.
the expected wide open' offen- bled with an ankle injury.
turn out to be an all out Walker, Manassas
3 0 18
rche win puts Lester 50 persive game. The Warriors have
The
Wednesday
night
schedeptage points behind Dougshown they have the striking uled contest
between Carver
lass and Washington who have
power with a 22.5 scoring avLITTLE HOT HOUSE CAFE
4-1 records. Lester has won
erage, however, their leaky de- and Lester should go a long
way
toward untangling the
three and lost one. Lester
155 Beale Street
fense has allowed 72 points in standings.
The Lester Lions
plays Melrose tonight (Wedfour games.
Chili
-Beef
Stow •Salads
will
have to win to stay in
nese/ iy) while Carver must
Th• Best In Town
Manassas, who came from contention but should find the
win against Douglass in the
Sandwich.;
Of All Kond•
behind to defeat Washington pesky Cobras, their second
homecoming
game
ptter's
Beer -- Cold Drinks
last year before an overflow year counterparts, just as de---fittirsday night to have a
David Gaines, senior guard crowd enroute to, their „title.
mathematical chance at the from Detroit and LeMoyne's perennially manifests a good sirous about awarding their A Quick PhonirCell•Your Order wro
B. Ready In 15 Minut•s
top scorer, has been declared effort in the league's oldest followers.witla,a,ehaavionship
title.
ineligible for basketball cempe- rivalry. The Tigers used their in their early years. as league
DOUGLASS ROMPS
526-9,54
members. Carver, after tastDouglass overcame a bad tition during the first semester. heavy line to stall the Lester ing an opening defeat to WashThe
ruling
was
handed down running game and will have
case of fombleitis to rack up
ril pair of touchdowns in each by B. T. Harvey of Birming- their forward wall keying Friham,
commissioner
of t h e day on the bull-like rushes of
the first and fourth quarIntercollegiate Ath- the league's outstanding scorer
rs to break a close game Southern
letic Conference.
Oscar Reed. Reed has tallied
ide open in defeating outmanned Melrose, 25-12. Mel- Gaines is one and six-tenths nine touchdowns in four
semester
hours
short
of
thz
games, two ahead of the pace
tie scored first after DougHiss had fumbled away two number required of a senior. he set last year when he was
He
play
will
be
in
to
eligible
runner-up to Manassas Bob
cjpportunities. Walter Bell hit
on fur straight passes good the nine games scheduled by Williams. Reed, in his conspicLeMoyne for the second se- uous golden shoes, scored 21 of
for 72 yards and the touchmester.
his team's 33 points in last
down. Henry Petty snared a
II-yarder for the six-pointer.
WII111•1111111111111111•11111111111111•1•1111211111•Xellin
V4rn Simmons. who caught a
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
42 yzrder during that drive. •
Went 18-yards on a draw play
•
for Melrose's second touch•
down.
•
66on
Douglass
scored
a
l
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
ard march climaxed by a •
Sat err Sum. $1.25
Monday
0-yaid gallop by Sid Brown. •
X
apt Open 11 MA. to 6 P.M.
ey went ahead to stay when • Sec. Open AIL te 2 P.N.
B
thru
l'ercy Jones blocked a punt
Friday
•
en Bell's foot and raced 25
/cards for the TD. It was Jones'
fourth touchdown this year •
U
3100 Summer at Baltic
iehile on defense. Josh Ware Ples••■•■•■
•■•••■••••••••••namaE
(received a pass from Walter
an.
Winfrey for the conversion.
ranged for Old Crow to be sent
• Winfrey passed to Brown
for a 53-yard touchdown with
to his Washington home.
Cie final tally set-up by a
To-nes interception. Zack Sims
went over from 17-yards out
tee' wind-up the scoring.
TODAY— LIGHTER.MILDER90PROOF
Manhattan Bowling Balls
WASTE 110 TIME
Crown Prince& Swingster Shirts S. Illous•s
; The Bluff City Junior High
Complete Line Of Seeding Supplies & Equipment
Trophi•s for All Occasions
League is just a few
games old but already the prehigh schoolers have put on
the record books a mark that
ha escaped their big brothThe Greatest Name in Bourbon
ers in league play. A 28-yard
field goal, rarely seen in the
“Your Bowling Equipment H•odquort•re"
'twist" and malted milk cir2975 Lamar
ale, was used by Hamilton to
TIE 011 C1011 011111.1.111 CONPAIIT.ItAIKIIIIT. ST.
SENTUCtr 3111111IT 1011101 111111$111 $0 1100F
upend Porter recently, 3-0.

Afflikeded

it

phia

GREENSBORO, N. C. — An elude Bert Pigged, head footall-star faculty. .including the ball coach and his assistants,
leading coaches in the nation,
Mel Groomes and Murray Nee.
has been procured for the second annual A&T College 1Y: Cal Irvin, heed basketball
Coaching Clinic, which is to coach, and Hornsby Howell
be held next summer.
head tiatner, all of" the OAT
Leading the list of instruc- College Alights staff.
tors are Woody Hayes, head
The Clinic is to be held 'on
football coach of the Ohio
State University Buckeyes. three-days, Wednesday thrOVe
1961 Big-Ten champions and Fr ids y, Aug. 8-10, and
1961 runnerup national champs, will be open to college Ind
and whose team is currently high school coaches.
ranked number one in the nation: Er/ Juckker, head basketball coach at Cincinnati UniComplete Footsie
versity, whose teams won the,
tk, SERVICE Cesm
National Collegiate Athletic
,1,
tits
04
Association title both in 1961
‘141,
K ro Pars Ha WAII;
and 1962, and Clarence StasaY5
vich, head footbal coach at
East Carolina College, a lead4
‘
Jewelry.,
ing national exponent of the
550
single-wing offense.
Bill Bell, A&T athletic director and director of the Clin- Fast
ic, said the national figures in Frio
coaching circles this week conDeltrery
firmed acceptances of the invita:ions.
Ph.
IA 6-8112 1.14 69120
The Clinic star will also in-

-VAN!!
PHARMACY'

"the
world
agrees
on
'Gilbey's,
please'"

No Prep League Team Has Gone Undefeated

amodiss
"v4r

LeMoyne Guard
'Ineligible' For
Basketball

O

•

t1

taste the

6reatfless

i CAR WASH $

ofthis historic bourbon

Utley's Distilled tendon Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Seiritt.61•144
Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers ?newts Cam.

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
R•aliy for FALL!
'

I ME N ! The Middleman's
profit is your DISCOUNT!
At Baxter You
SAVE 20' to 30'.

Id% Wool Flannel and
HARD WORSTED

SUITS

FACTORY-TO-YOU orIc.d,

I Factory-to-You
•Fabrics from Arnarica's •Avehantic marl styles
top milk
On.30 head epresetlens
•R•golor•—long•—ahorts eN•w•st colerer-petterns
•touta
ALTERATIONS
FREEI

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

100°.

Henry Clay did...and

17'& 23"

gootball

\ NONE PRICED HIGHER

LAYAWAY XMAS

JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY

• 2272 LAMAR
545 N. WATKINS
e 1911 S. THIRD ST.

•7-5122

40 BRUNSWICK
LANES
RECREATIONAL and SERVICE
FACILITIES
"BOWLING"
BILLIARDS

PRO-SHOP

WATCH FOR GRAND OPENING
OF

WOOL

COATS
SPORT

f

ATTENTION, BOWLERS!

eYs

in

ip

JOB OPENINGS AT
THE LANES
WE NEED THE FOLLOWING

HONEY BOWL LANES

NURSERY
LOCKER -FACILITIES
RESTAURANT FACILITIES
POOL FOR
LADIES & GENTLEMEN

EMPLOYEES
MANAGER

ASST. MANAGER

BOWLING EMPLOYEES
CLERICAL HELP
SECURITY OFFICER
CONCESSION EMPLOYEES
POOL ROOM EMPLOYEES
PARKING LOT ATTENDANTS
BILLIARD POOL EMPLOYEES

665 GEORGIA AVE.
ill

JA 74118

1
'
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Help Wanted

Furn. For Sale

510114 - N. Y. - '1'0 155 %Y
'1 leb
reit PAVE
et. rod . oh. wet mg ki&M Allen
Roll ii•Wa y bed. like new. Joe 020 Cy. 510 Post Aye. We/ninny. N.Y.
Cali ad 6 2170.
04 1141 1e
Beautihst
Walnut
itniahed,
Spine
type Pl•nei
454 Nn. litlewlid.
SA IINEELA kis: FISHING All.
BICYCLE FOR SALE
SO pats —
back robnia a;(HI
In excellent condition. Call or stop or. 50 lents
14 fir. — 5108 51 010
by 292 Ayres No. B.
lake
Rd.
.
RE
aloes.
5.4091
JA
I.4W N liANI/EN
165
Rotted Dulls. rutted sawdust. birsBUY
WANT To
ANY
TYPE
ye rd fertiliser: •leo
Punkt Fla ii Wks.
Call J. J. McNeil, 25, 74065 - 681
t•ON.
Alc KS REG A Rol 'ss
.
.
1 at.
1 0
J'.49
I IloN

Business Services

RtnIN ENS (:55(08
Business cal de— lett. heads— enysliiPe•
—we,idirig entre. RealMMIbill pi tele-Will Pick t
24 hoor en, vice. All kinds of pinning
And Deliver
&
()trice. Bewail & Chuich
J. A Hickey
Pll EX 7-6742
surplice.
Startherk Printing g PuleflekIng
21/7 litalitck Ave.
CA 7-9137 or 324 5119
PI AN O.
,1
c 11 A P..1
VOICE
AND
classes. Private or groups.
WILH 154f F. rate to school children. E. Lola SPerial
FURNISHED 1115
King
bath-water B Wilda furnished Phone 1616 South Parkway East, Pho.•
Olt 5-7124.
275-0435
TWO WORKING 0111L8 TO SHARE 3
room furnished apt. Call Mrs, Lille
King for Information.
275 0435
-.0.

An)

Make

Clock

P.epaired

Apts. For Rent

/

ATTENDING THE Grace Embry Recital,
among many others are, right to left: Mrs.
Bernice Calloway, Dr. and Mrs. W.0. Speight,

SHARING HER PLAUDITS with her accompanist is Mezzo-Soprano Grace Bumbry, who
appeared in recital at LeMoyne college re-

cently. The piano accompanist is Franz Rupp.
(Staff Photo by Mark Stansbury)

•
Sr., Mrs. Fred L. Hutchins, Fred L. Hutchins,
Mrs. C. M. Roulhac, and Mrs. Alma Booth.
(Staff Photo by Mark Stansbury

Charge KKK Active At
New Jersey Air Base

Delta Mothers Te
Hear Pair Talk On
Consolidation

Situation Wanted
COM YOR'rABLE
HAVE CLEAN
home woi king mothei• chattel. Al.,,
du living in borne. Pall 526 7987.
I

I NEED AN EXP. COOK TO LIVE
on place or has car. 5 days a week
with nifeiencee - have other help.

MU 3.8401
—RADADAT.E IMPLOVBENT
Llc. Beauty Operator to Moot k In
White Beauty Shop
Meld Comb
625 wk
Own Older Cook
820 ut
Mild.
Cis.k
JA 5-4689
DEJA* WANTED:
WE NEED EXP. MEN OR WOMEN
high school ml. to be able to Man.
age and supervise men and women
to wosk at selling fuoUtur• In field
and apt Slangs. (Bil FA 4-7151.

Members of
the
Delta
Mothers club will hear two
McGUIRE AIR FORCE air base which were brought arguments regarding the conBASE, N.J.-(UPI)-The Air by the NAACP.
solidation of Memphis and
Fore
investigated charges of
Phillip H. Savage, Tri-State Shelby County governments at
parts from "Porgy and Bess,
racial
discrimination
on
this
Secretary of the NAACP, met their regular meeting on SunWest Side Story, Finian's
with Brig: Gen. Robert J. Goe- day, Oct. 28.
Rainbow, Lost In the Stars,"
wey,
deputy commander of the
The club met recently at the
and many others.
MkItown Furniture Company
Eastern Transport Air Force residence of Mrs. A. B. SpragExcerpts from concert music
WOMAN DESIRES JOB AS MAIL) OP
and
representatives
from
the
gins
of 932 S. Lauderdale, and
will be taken from works of
baby-sitter five days a week. Call
CIL 8-4561
Air Force Secretary's office to t h e treasurer, Mrs. Estell
such great composers as Richdiscuss charges he made in a Campbell, reported that the
Homeworkers Wanted:
ard Strauss, Chopin, Gershwin.
telegram to Air Force Secretary scholarship fund had grown to We will send you the complete name,
and others.
and add]
of 50 U.S. firms that
Eugene M. Zucker.
more than $800.
Tickets may be purchased
t ItGENTLY NEED MOMEWORNER,
Savage
had
threatened
to
tor
only
Members
25,
of
t
h
e
Delta
porttoeur Noah 1our
The Alpha Eta Zeta chap- It %AN be patternel after a from Zeta members, at $2
addrime. and 25c today to
picket the Base, but called off Mothers club are mothers or name,
FARMER 2101'S Filth Ave. New York
ter of Zeta Phi Beta sorority television show - the answer and $1.50 each. Student tickAn enthusiastic campaign he action when the officers
next of kin
members of 10. N.Y.
has made plans to present its to a tremendous demand for ets are $1.
for the United Negro College promised to launch a full scale Delta Sigma of
Theta sorority. WOULD LIKE WORK AS COMMON
second
ironer or keep children.
Fund was launched Monday investigation immediately.
annual "Broadway a touring group to be brought
They raise money through as- Call: WH 14-2151.
Theatrical Extravaganza of
night of last week in the
Memphis. It will feature
He said after he met with 33 sessments and an annual tea.
Helena, Ark., area. Kickoff Negro airmen
New York" here in Memphis Parts of New York City's stage
that if he had Scholarship winners are gradmeeting was in the form of a known what they told him earon Nov. 16.
productions and excerpts from
uates of LeMoyne college and
The variety show is expect- famous operas.
banquet in the American lier in the day he would not
Tennessee State university.
Legion Hut in West Helena. have agreed to hold back the
ed-to be presented at LeMoyne
Clyde Turner, director and
Members present at the reChief speaker of the evening Pickets.
Colle,r's Bruce Hall at 8 p.m soloist, has selected scenes and
An election by the student
cent meeting were Mesdames
was
Dr.
Lawrence
A.
Davis,
body on Friday, Oct. 26, will
Savage said the rooms of Alice Branch Burchtt, presilecide the campus queen - president of Arkansas AM&N had given to McGuire officials dent; Clara Parks, Beatrice
Pine
State
Bluff.
college
He
at
"Miss Owen College" - for
earlier as men who could back McDowell, Clara Gilchrist, Eswas introduced by a State
the 1962-63 year.
up his charges, were searched. telle Campbell, Ethel Douglas, Salesmen
and
saleswomen
graduate,
Robert
Martin,
Nominations were made last
He said other men charged Julius Anderson, Ida Lenoir, wanted to sell retail advertis.
Serving as chairman of the
Friday during a convention
Mary
W.
Collier,
AnderWillie
ing
in
the Memphis maiket
conducted by Student Council campaign is Jesse Mason, a that officers on the base knew son and Georgia Somerville.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
of Klu Klux Klan propaganda
U.S. government official.
President Charlie Folsom.
per
cent
contract commission
Nominees for "Miss Owen" Helping to launch the drive being circulated on the base and
an the dollar.
are: June Lacy, Willie Frank were Dr. Hollis F. Price, of limited promotional opporTHE
TRI
tunities
STATE
for
Negroes,
but the ofDEFENDER
Taylor, Irma Sholders and President of LeMoyne college;
236 South Wellington Street
J. A. Beauchamp, adjutant for ficers failed to act when these
Herry Douglas.
matters
were
brought
to
their
Memphis. Tenn.
Candidates for the sopho- UNCF in smaller cities, and
,
WE APR LOOK i NO Ytirt AN AM
more attendant are Veolk Gra- Robert M. Ratcliffe of Le- attention.
bttiona hard VeIll km, man Interseet,
Moyne.
Savage had said in his teleham and Daisy Hodges.
rid in making money according to his
Esoenses paid. Need Oil
Nominees for freshman at- President Price was present- gram the base was a "despicThe Memphis chapter of the but
t anaMotely neresaary. Pert cis
ed
by
Miss
Maxine
Brownlee,
able
haven
for
racially
bigoted Tennessee State University full ntim•
Pr filitner Information
CARLOTTA WATSON technical one. How can I make tendant are: Lois Jubirt, Mary a LeMoyne graduate a n d officers and enlisted men who
pie.
ge
cell
JA 6 3397 CIrculatkis
Calhoun, Marva Crawford,
Alumni association is schedul- Dept.
him propose?
teacher
in
Helena.
Dr.
H.
M.
openly
sympathize
with
the
ed
to
meet Sunday, Oct. 28, at
Ethel Criss and Marie Roberts.
Musing: It is possible that
Worried
DAIRY SUFI F:ft:
Campaigning is expected to Profitt, treasurer of the cam- Klu Klux Klan, who crudely 6 p.m., at Curries' Club Tropi- Woman
a man can be so changed by
deabe. Job at luny
or
Dear Worried:
reach a high pitch by election paign, gave the purpose. A the letters of the Klu Klux cana, 1331 Thomas at., an- to noon elder men or women litter
love that one can not recog• would
like to work nights. CU 2704498
There are no fixed rules to time. Election results will be touching solo was rendered by
nize him to be the same perKlan and who circulate its nounces the president, Frank
make a man propose. Each announced during a Halloween Miss Maxine Miller.
J. Lewis.
son.
woman must study her own social - "The Witch" - to be Other UNCF campaigns will scrawled on the base's fixtures
The featured item on the
MEN WANTED Dear Mrs. Watson:
four
airmen, whose names he agenda is the annual election
man. But this I do know. No presented by the Student Af- be conducted in Marianna and
I am anxious to be a sucman wants to marry a woman fairs Committee of Owen col- in West Memphis.
TAKING
literature on the base."
ORDERS
of
officers.
Plans
for
the
50th
cess in my chosen career, yet
who knows all the answers. lege. Friday, Oct. 26, at 8 p. m.,
anniversary celebration of the
I am in love with a man. But
Make
Up
to
$2.50
per hour, Part
university will be discussed.
I feel my career is standing The male of the species simp- in the college gymnasium.
All alumni are urged to at- or Full Time. Call Mr. Hale.
between him and my mar- ly, can't stand being belittled,
WATCH FOR THE SIGN WITH THE
948-0774
tend.
riage. Do y o u think he is even in private, whether this
is done directly or indirectly.
INDIAN
jealous of my career?
HEAD
Everyone is always prais- What men like are feminine
L.
A research project to dewoman. Whether your career
ing me on my accomplishment.
shows him 'up as inferior is termine the normal range of
Really my field is a very for you to decide.
performance for balance
(English Lady)
A man wants a woman to throughout the complete specbe feminine. Now I don't mean trum of human age for both
\O11 KNOW SHE IS' NOT
a silly. giggly child but rath- sexes was conducted last week
A GYPSY
er a level headed female who at LeMoyne college. The prothinks, acts and feels as a ject, which deals with the
'This is her new office at the Nlissiswoman should and who does
sippi Slate Line. MADAM BELL is
human vestibular apparatus
INDIAN HEALER
not imitate men by trying to
back after a long time of being away
change her fundamental fe- and other balancing mechanReader - Advisor
The class officers at Owen
male characteristics or func- isms, were conducted by the
at last she is back to stay in her
and
college were elected for the tion in life.
neurology department of Uninew home.
1962-63 school year as well as
Now your problems can be solved, your troubles
I asked a young man of my
representatives to the Stu- acquaintance once why he versity of Tennessee School of
Are you Dissatisfied with wirriage?
can be uprooted, your enemies recognized and
Medicine in cooperation with
dent Council.
had not married-why in fact,
Have
you
lost
faith in your husband, wife or sweetyou can feel safe in daily living - you wonder
Freshman class officers are: he seemed to be losing inter- the U. S. Navy.
heart?
Are
you
in bad health: Are you discouraged
William Higgins, president; est in female companionship.
Indian
Advisor
Rose.
is
Sister
Reader and
how?
Melodic Riley, vice president; "It's because I am afraid of
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
She
first
is
area
the
time.
for
in
the
this
now
Sylvia Sneed, secretary; Joyce women," he replied. "It isn't
BELT. advise you at once. She will read life to you
Green, assistant secretary; that I fear I am going to be
seventh veil and has been blessed by the Holy
iust as she would read an open book. Tell you why
Mary Calhoun. treasurer; Mau- hooked or receive a punch in
1321 VOLLEHTINE
Princess of India. You should see her today. She
rice Taylor, business manager, the nose." he explained. "I
your job or business is not a success. If you have faileyes
your
how
own
she
can
can
with
show
you
Where Food is Good
Theresha Bryant, public rela- fear the modern girl because
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
tions officer; Winfrey Dicker- she is too sophisticated, or at
remove sorrow and pain.
and Even Better
son, chaplain; Charles Cab- least she pretends to be."
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missisbage, parliamentarian; Robert I hope this helps.
ROUTE 2
Box 283
sippi Slate Line on the way to Hernando. tier home
Edwards, sergeant - at - arms;
ATOKA TENNESSEE
TEmple 7-6 81 8
is '2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
and Jimmy Smith and Norma
Jackson, student council reprethe DeSoto Motel, Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
sentatives.
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
7 A.M. To
Open Flatly
Officers for the Sophomore
Catch yellow bus maiked Whitehaven Slate Line
Class are: James Watson, pres10 P.M
Sunday
ident; Charlie Folsom, vice
and get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and see
REPAIRS
WAIT
AUTO
WHILE
RADIO
YOU
president; Harry Douglass.
never had an office in West Memphis.)
wretary; Willie F. Taylor, asMAI/AM BELL'S IIANI) SIGN.
Dorothy
secretary;
Mstant
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Vaughn, treasurer; June Lacy,
chaplain; Ruthie Jefferson,
reporter; Daisy Hodges, historian; George McKinney, sergeant-at-arms; a n d Herry
1747 Castalia
WH6-4349
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckson 6-2523
Dtmglass and Geraldine Patton, student council representatives.

"Croadway Variety Show
To Be Presented Here By
Zeta Beta Sorority, Nov. 16

UNCF Campaign

a

Help Wanted

Underway In
Helena,Ark. Area

4 Vying To Be Named
'Miss Owen College'

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Memphis Chapter Of
Tenn State Alumni
To Elect Officers

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
CLASSIFIED
ADS °
HAVE
PULLING
POWER

Human Age Studied

SISTER
ROSE

Class Offir,v.s
Elected At Owen

MADAM BELL

CHARLIE'S CAFE

RADIO & T. V. REPAIRS

MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

HENRY'S ELECTRIC SERVICE

WE WILL BUY OR
SELL YOUR PROPERTY

ALL STATE
CO.
REALTY
368 BEALE ST.
1(H
1 6-1129
JA 6-3291

"the
world
agrees
on
'Gilbey's,
please'!"
4.
4
4
Neelifh.

poop

W. P. SHELTON
MOVING CO.
"LOWEST RATES
IN TOWN"
total A Lang 01efoore

I

ey§
in

BR 4-0942
911 Raynor St.

•—

ran

selling the Tri-State
Defender weekly. Call us or eome in
today. We deliver to your door.

loll

earn ensh

SO....HURRY
NEWSBOYS, MEN OR
WOMEN
who are interested in

making monev.

Call Jack -on 6-H397

or .lark -on 6-8398
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Cl!. 90 Proof. 00% Grain Neutral Skits. W.& A.
‘ilbel Ltd. Cincinnati, 0. DistrAtated by Rabaul OtarefSPrsdpcts Coategq•

236 South

ABE SCIIARFF BRANCH

YMCA
EEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOV!
JOIN TODAY!

THE "Y' FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture.
Priyat• Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: $5 - $10
1. Mocl•rn Swimming Pool - Y•er Round Swimming: 73.30 ft. ()Meng - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwaler Lighting Reautiful Sun Deci. Holds AA Rating.
Requlatior Gym Equipped .116 Slade: Speclatort Setticn with
1200 ser•;ing capacity -- For L•aguet, Tournaments, Compeletiy•
Matches. CI
Soling
COTIVIUflity PrO91/MI
4 7 l•ego Club Roon.s: CIA, Meetings - Classes
Forums Conheritrw•I • leas
is

Call or come

ellingtoo

TRY
ONE
TODAY

JOIN TIIE "V" TODAY:
ANNUAL

RATES
$7

— $10 — $25

wemleminewweemoweemeseemeemeassmasowasommemepeollameseneweJ

CALL
JACKSON
6-8391

